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Exhibitor
by organisation name
Exhibitor
3Vand: cooperation BIOFOS, Aarhus Vand,
VandCenter Syd, HOFOR Denmark

Stand
C2-200K

Aalborg Forsyning Denmark

E-200A

Aalborg University Denmark

E-200D

Aarhus GeoInstruments Denmark

E-200D

Aarhus University Denmark

E-200D

Aarhus Vand Denmark

C2-200K

AVK Holding A/S Denmark

Stand
C2-200M

Bactiquant A/S Denmark

E-200F

Belgium/Flanders Pavilion Belgium

C2-302

Bentley Systems International Ireland
Biofos Denmark

E-115
C2-200K

Biowater Technology Norway

C2-218

BolognaFiere Water&Energy Italy

C2-393

Abloy Finland

C2-238

ACO Ahlmann Germany

E-200F

Acquedotto Pugliese Italy

C2-393

Africa Pavilion Africa

C2-356

African Water Association Ivory Coast

C2-356

Bureau of Sewerage, Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Japan

E-125

AFRY Sweden

C2-256

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Japan

E-125

Aguardio Denmark

E-200D

Air Liquide Denmark

C2-275

Airwatergreen Sweden

C2-256

ALS Scandinavia Sweden

C2-299A

Alumichem Denmark

E-200F

Anglian Water Services United Kingdom

C2-360

APX10 A/S Denmark

E-200E

Aquafin Belgium

C2-302

AquaFlanders Belgium

C2-302

Aquagreen ApS Denmark

C2-200H

BPC Instruments Sweden

E-130

British Pavilion United Kingdom

C2-360

Brønderslev Forsyning A/S Denmark

E-200A

Byggros Denmark

E-200D

Cactus Sweden

C2-256

Cambi Norway

C2-218

Canada Pavilion Canada
Capital Region of Denmark Denmark
Central Denmark Region (Coast to Coast
Climate Challenge) Denmark

E-105
E-200A
C2-200G

Circlia Nordic Denmark

E-200D

City of Copenhagen Denmark

E-200A

City of Gothenburg Department of Sustainable
Waste and Water Sweden

C2-256

Aquaporin Denmark

E-128

Clean Denmark

E-200D

Aquaporin Denmark

E-200F

CMBC Denmark

E-200D

Consibio Denmark

E-200D

Copenhagen University Denmark

E-200D

COWI A/S Denmark

C2-200J

Danfoss Drives Denmark

C2-200H

Danish Environmental Protection Agency
Denmark

C2-200L

Danish Export Association Denmark

C2-200L

ASIR / Aarhus Vand / TinyMobileRobots
Denmark

C2-200K

ASSA Abloy Sweden

C2-271

Asterra Israel

C2-349

AUMA Riester Germany

C2-347

Australian Water Partnership Australia
Aveva Denmark
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Exhibitor
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E-200F

Exhibitor
Danish Technological Institute Denmark
Danish Universities: DTU, AU, AaU, KU
Denmark

Stand
C2-200L
E-200D

Danish Water Forum Denmark

C2-200L

Dannozzle ApS Denmark

C2-200G

DANOVA Denmark

E-200D

Dansk Kvarts Industri A/S Denmark

E-200F

Dansk Vandværker Denmark

E-200F

Danva (Dansk Vand & Spildevandsforening)
Denmark

C2-200L

Datakorum Spain

C2-354

De Watergroep Belgium

C2-302

Delaware Belgium

C2-302

Denmark Pavilion Denmark

E-200 /
C2-200

DHI Denmark

C2-296

DI Water Denmark

C2-200L

DRIZZLE - Centre for Stormwater Management
Sweden

C2-256

Dryp A/S Denmark

E-200E

DTU (Technical University of Denmark
Denmark

E-200D

DTU Environment Denmark

C2-200L

Exhibitor

Stand

Etatron DS Italy

C2-393

Eurofins Denmark

C2-200K

EWII Denmark

E-200F

EXPO-NET Danmark A/S Denmark
Federation of Japan Water Industries Japan

C2-200H
E-125

Finland Pavilion Finland

C2-238

Finnish Water Forum Finland

C2-238

Finnish Water Forum Finland

C2-249

FIWA Finland

C2-238

Flow Loop Denmark

E-200D

Fluidit Finland

C2-238

FM Mattsson Sweden

C2-256

Frederiksberg Municipality Denmark

E-200A

Frederikshavn Forsyning A/S Denmark

E-200A

Geological Survey of Finland Finland

C2-238

Geopartner Inspections Denmark

E-200E

GEST Italy

C2-393

Global Sanitation Graduate School - IHE
Netherlands

C2-380

Global Water Intelligence United Kingdom

C2-386

Greenseq Finland

C2-238
E-200A
C2-292

EasyMining Sweden

C2-329

EBC Foundation Netherlands

C2-333

Eco Island Denmark

E-200D

Grønlands Selvstyre v/Departementet for
Erhverv, Energi, Forskning og Arbejdsmarked
Denmark

Ecomondo - Italian Exhibition Group Italy

C2-381

Grundfos Denmark

Ellona France

C2-408

Grundfos Holding Denmark

Empit Germany

C2-230

Gryaab Sweden

C2-256

Endress+Hauser Switzerland

C2-346

GWS Denmark

E-200D

Hach United States

C2-299

Helsinki Region Environmental Services
Finland

C2-238

Hermann Sewerin Germany

C2-352

EnviDan Denmark

C2-200O

Envytech Solutions Sweden

C2-212

Equanostic Norway

C2-218

ESRI United States

E-118

C2-200L

Hexa-Cover A/S Denmark

C2-200K
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Exhibitor

Exhibitor

Stand

Hias How2O Norway

C2-218

Kemira Finland

C2-286

Hjørring Vandselskab A/S Denmark

E-200A

Keypro Finland

C2-238

Klimalancen Denmark

E-200D

Korea Environment Corporation Republic of
Korea

C2-398

Korea Water Cluster Republic of Korea

C2-398

Krüger - Veolia Denmark

E-200E

HOFOR Denmark

C2-200K

Hydraloop Netherlands

C2-333

Hydroko Belgium

C2-302

Idrica Spain

C2-315

Idrotherm 2000 Italy

C2-397

iFlux Belgium

C2-302

IHE Delft Institute for Water Education
Netherlands

Kubota Japan

E-125

Kuopio Water Cluster Finland

C2-238

C2-380

KWR Water Research Institute Netherlands

C2-331

ImpulseRadar Sweden

C2-254

Landia A/S Denmark

InfoTiles Norway

C2-218

LE34 A/S Denmark

E-200E

INNOVA Italy

C2-375

E-200F

Innovation Norway Norway

C2-218

LEAKman: AVK, Aveva, Kamstrup, Leif Koch,
Grundfos, NOVAFOS, HOFOR, DTU, NIRAS
Denmark

Insatech A/S Denmark

E-200F

Leif Koch Denmark

E-200F

Intelecy Norway

C2-218

Lilongwe Water Board Malawi

C2-356

International Water Association United
Kingdom

C2-322

Mariagerfjord Vand a/s Denmark

E-200A

Intoto Norway

C2-218

Mattle Denmark

E-200D

MDPI Switzerland

C2-383

Metawater Japan

E-125

InventicsDx Germany
Italy Pavilion Italy

E-123
C2-393 /
C2-397

Itineris Belgium

C2-300

IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute
Sweden

C2-256

IWA Denmark Denmark
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Stand

C2-200L

MicroChange Denmark
MiDAS - Aalborg University Denmark

C2-200H

E-200D
C2-200H

Middelfart Kommune Denmark

E-200A

MISTRA InfraMaint Sweden

C2-256

Japan Institute of Wastewater Engineering and
Technology Japan

E-125

Mosbaek A/S Denmark

E-200D

Japan Pavilion Japan

E-125

Much More Water Denmark

E-200D

Japan Water Forum Japan

E-119

Mueller United States

Japan Water Works Association Japan

E-125

NAIADES Belgium

C2-379

E-132

Kamstrup Denmark

C2-290

Nanonord Denmark

C2-395

Kamstrup Denmark

E-200E

National Water and Sewerage Corporation
Uganda

C2-390

Käppala Association Sweden

C2-256
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NCC Industry A/S Denmark

C2-200G

Exhibitor

Stand

Exhibitor

Stand

Netherlands Pavilion Netherlands

C2-333

Rebild Forsyning Denmark

E-200A

Netherlands Water Partnership Netherlands

C2-333

Research Institutes of Sweden Sweden

C2-256

Neuroflux Finland

C2-238

Resistomap Finland

C2-238

Nickel Institute Canada

C2-344

Rezatec United Kingdom

C2-345

Royal Society of Chemistry - Environmental
Science United Kingdom

C2-410

rqmicro AG Switzerland

C2-400

Samorka Iceland

C2-249

S-can GmbH Austria

C2-378

Scalgo Denmark

C2-251

Scottish Water Scotland

C2-360

Sensoterra International BV Netherlands

C2-333

Senti Denmark

E-200D

NIRAS A/S Denmark

C2-200N

NISSEN Energy A/S Denmark

C2-200H

Nivus Germany

E-129

Nokia Finland

C2-238

Nordic Pavilion Norway

C2-249

Nordisk Wavin Denmark

C2-200G

Nordphos Denmark

E-200D

Norsk Vann Norway

C2-249

Norsk Wavin Norway

C2-218

North America Pavilion United States

E-105

Norway Pavilion Norway

C2-218

Nouryon Netherlands

C2-253

NOVAFOS Denmark

E-200F

ONEE Morocco

C2-356

Orenco Systems United States

C2-250

Paladeri Italy

C2-393

PANIWATER International

C2-375

PB International Netherlands

C2-333

Per Aarsleff Denmark

C2-200I

Polieco Italy

C2-393

Priess A/S Denmark

E-200F

Protok Croatia

E-121

Pumpemodul Norway

C2-218

PurFil Denmark

E-200D

Ramboll Denmark

C2-288

Ramboll Denmark

E-200F

Silhorko-Eurowater A/S Denmark

C2-200K

Singapore Pavilion Singapore

C2-385

Skanderborg Forsyning Denmark

E-200A

SkyTEM Surveys ApS Denmark

E-200F

Smartvatten for Water Utilities Finland

C2-238

Société de Distribution d’Eau de Côte d’Ivoire
Ivory Coast

C2-356

Spildevandsteknisk Forening Denmark

C2-200H

State of Green Denmark

C2-200L

Stjernholm A/S Denmark

C2-200H

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall Sweden

C2-256

SUEZ France

C2-327

Suiken Japan

E-125

SulfiLogger A/S Denmark

C2-200H

Svenskt Vatten Sweden

C2-249

Svenskt Vatten Sweden

C2-256

SWATAB - Scandinavian Water Technology
Sweden

C2-256

Sweco Denmark

C2-317
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Exhibitor

Exhibitor

Stand

Sweden Pavilion Sweden

C2-256

ViewPoint Water Biometering France

C2-389

Sweden Water Research Sweden

C2-256

VIGOTEC Belgium

C2-302

Swedish Exergy Sweden

C2-256

VITO nv Belgium

C2-302

Swedish Research Clusters Sweden

C2-256

VITO WaterClimateHub Ostende Belgium

C2-302

Swiss Pavilion Switzerland

C2-340

Vlakwa Belgium

C2-302

Sysmex Europe Germany

C2-376

Volue Technology Norway

C2-218

Systematic A/S Denmark

E-200E

W. Giertsen Vannteknologi Norway

C2-218

Water Alliance Netherlands

C2-333
E-200F

Taisei Kiko Japan

E-125

Techras Nano Denmark

E-200D

Water ApS Denmark

Teti Acque Italy

C2-393

Water Environment Federation United States

TheOceanBottle.dk Denmark

C2-200C

Water Test Network Netherlands

C2-333

TinyMobileRobots Denmark

C2-200K

water-link Belgium

C2-302

Watersprint Sweden

C2-256

TokyoWater Japan

E-125

Turku Region Water Finland

C2-238

WaterWebTools Denmark

C2-233

Turun seudun puhdistamo Finland

C2-238

WaterZerv Denmark

E-200D

Turun Vesihuolto Finland

C2-238

Weeefiner Finland

C2-238

ULTRAAQUA Denmark

C2-269

WIN Water Sweden

C2-256

WSP Danmark A/S Denmark

E-200E

Unisense Environment Denmark

89

Stand

C2-200H

Uponor Finland

C2-210

WSP Sverige Sweden

C2-256

Utilities of Northern Denmark Denmark

E-200A

Xylem United States

C2-325

VA SYD Sweden

C2-256

Yara International Norway

C2-218

Van Remmen Netherlands

C2-253

Van Walt United Kingdom

C2-235

Vand og Teknik Denmark

E-200F

Vandcenter Syd Denmark

C2-200K

Veolia France

C2-284

Vesthimmerlands Forsyning Denmark

E-200A

Vewin Netherlands

C2-333

VIA University College Denmark

E-200F

Viable Vision Denmark

E-200D
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Exhibitor
by stand number
Stand

Exhibitor

Stand

Exhibitor

C2-200 /
E-200

Denmark Pavilion Denmark

C2-200L

Danish Export Association Denmark

C2-200C

TheOceanBottle.dk Denmark

C2-200L

Danish Technological Institute Denmark

C2-200G

Central Denmark Region (Coast to Coast
Climate Challenge) Denmark

C2-200L

Danish Water Forum Denmark

C2-200G

Dannozzle ApS Denmark

C2-200L

Danva (Dansk Vand & Spildevandsforening)
Denmark

C2-200G

NCC Industry A/S Denmark

C2-200L

DI Water Denmark

C2-200G

Nordisk Wavin Denmark

C2-200L

DTU Environment Denmark

C2-200H

Aquagreen ApS Denmark

C2-200L

Grundfos Holding Denmark

C2-200H

Danfoss Drives Denmark

C2-200L

IWA Denmark Denmark

C2-200H

EXPO-NET Danmark A/S Denmark

C2-200L

State of Green Denmark

C2-200H

Landia A/S Denmark

C2-200M

AVK Holding A/S Denmark

C2-200H

MiDAS - Aalborg University Denmark

C2-200N

NIRAS A/S Denmark

C2-200H

NISSEN Energy A/S Denmark

C2-200O

EnviDan Denmark

C2-200H

Spildevandsteknisk Forening Denmark

C2-210

Uponor Finland

C2-200H

Stjernholm A/S Denmark

C2-212

Envytech Solutions Sweden

C2-200H

SulfiLogger A/S Denmark

C2-218

Biowater Technology Norway

C2-200H

Unisense Environment Denmark

C2-218

Cambi Norway

C2-200I

Per Aarsleff Denmark

C2-218

Equanostic Norway

C2-200J

COWI A/S Denmark

C2-218

Hias How2O Norway

C2-200K

3Vand: cooperation BIOFOS, Aarhus Vand,
VandCenter Syd, HOFOR Denmark

C2-218

InfoTiles Norway

C2-200K

Aarhus Vand Denmark

C2-218

Innovation Norway Norway

C2-200K

ASIR / Aarhus Vand / TinyMobileRobots
Denmark

C2-218

Intelecy Norway

C2-218

Intoto Norway

C2-200K

Biofos Denmark

C2-218

Norsk Wavin Norway

C2-200K

Eurofins Denmark

C2-218

Norway Pavilion Norway

C2-200K

Hexa-Cover A/S Denmark

C2-218

Pumpemodul Norway

C2-200K

HOFOR Denmark

C2-218

Volue Technology Norway

C2-200K

Silhorko-Eurowater A/S Denmark

C2-218

W. Giertsen Vannteknologi Norway

C2-200K

TinyMobileRobots Denmark

C2-218

Yara International Norway

C2-200K

Vandcenter Syd Denmark

C2-230

Empit Germany

C2-200L

Danish Environmental Protection Agency
Denmark

C2-233

WaterWebTools Denmark

Programme Book
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Stand

Exhibitor

Stand

Exhibitor

C2-235

Van Walt United Kingdom

C2-256

Airwatergreen Sweden

C2-238

Abloy Finland

C2-256

Cactus Sweden

C2-238

Finland Pavilion Finland

C2-256

C2-238

Finnish Water Forum Finland

City of Gothenburg Department of
Sustainable Waste and Water Sweden

C2-256

C2-238

FIWA Finland

DRIZZLE - Centre for Stormwater
Management Sweden

C2-238

Fluidit Finland

C2-256

FM Mattsson Sweden

C2-238

Geological Survey of Finland Finland

C2-256

Gryaab Sweden

C2-238

Greenseq Finland

C2-256

IVL Swedish Environmental Research
Institute Sweden

C2-238

Helsinki Region Environmental Services
Finland

C2-256

Käppala Association Sweden

C2-238

Keypro Finland

C2-256

MISTRA InfraMaint Sweden

C2-238

Kuopio Water Cluster Finland

C2-256

Research Institutes of Sweden Sweden

C2-238

Neuroflux Finland

C2-256

Stockholm Vatten och Avfall Sweden

C2-238

Nokia Finland

C2-256

Svenskt Vatten Sweden

C2-238

Resistomap Finland

C2-256

SWATAB - Scandinavian Water Technology
Sweden

C2-238

Smartvatten for Water Utilities Finland

C2-256

Sweden Pavilion Sweden

C2-238

Turku Region Water Finland

C2-256

Sweden Water Research Sweden

C2-238

Turun seudun puhdistamo Finland

C2-256

Swedish Exergy Sweden

C2-238

Turun Vesihuolto Finland

C2-256

Swedish Research Clusters Sweden

C2-238

Weeefiner Finland

C2-256

VA SYD Sweden

C2-249

Finnish Water Forum Finland

C2-256

Watersprint Sweden

C2-249

Nordic Pavilion Norway

C2-256

WIN Water Sweden

C2-249

Norsk Vann Norway

C2-256

WSP Sverige Sweden

C2-249

Samorka Iceland

C2-269

ULTRAAQUA Denmark

C2-249

Svenskt Vatten Sweden

C2-271

ASSA Abloy Sweden

C2-250

Orenco Systems United States

C2-275

Air Liquide Denmark

C2-251

Scalgo Denmark

C2-284

Veolia France

C2-253

Nouryon Netherlands

C2-286

Kemira Finland

C2-253

Van Remmen Netherlands

C2-288

Ramboll Denmark

C2-254

ImpulseRadar Sweden

C2-290

Kamstrup Denmark

C2-256

AFRY Sweden

C2-292

Grundfos Denmark
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Stand

Exhibitor

Stand

Exhibitor

C2-296

DHI Denmark

C2-333

Water Alliance Netherlands

C2-299

Hach United States

C2-333

Water Test Network Netherlands

C2-299A

ALS Scandinavia Sweden

C2-340

Swiss Pavilion Switzerland

C2-300

Itineris Belgium

C2-344

Nickel Institute Canada

C2-302

Aquafin Belgium

C2-345

Rezatec United Kingdom

C2-302

AquaFlanders Belgium

C2-346

Endress+Hauser Switzerland

C2-302

Belgium/Flanders Pavilion Belgium

C2-347

AUMA Riester Germany

C2-302

De Watergroep Belgium

C2-349

Asterra Israel

C2-302

Delaware Belgium

C2-352

Hermann Sewerin Germany

C2-302

Hydroko Belgium

C2-354

Datakorum Spain

C2-302

iFlux Belgium

C2-356

Africa Pavilion Africa

C2-302

VIGOTEC Belgium

C2-356

African Water Association Ivory Coast

C2-302

VITO nv Belgium

C2-356

C2-302

VITO - WaterClimateHub Ostende Belgium

Société de Distribution d’Eau de Côte d’Ivoire
Côte d’Ivoire

C2-356

Lilongwe Water Board Malawi

C2-302

Vlakwa Belgium

C2-356

ONEE Morocco

C2-302

water-link Belgium

C2-360

Anglian Water Services United Kingdom

C2-315

Idrica Spain

C2-360

British Pavilion United Kingdom

C2-317

Sweco Denmark

C2-360

Scottish Water Scotland

C2-322

International Water Association United
Kingdom

C2-375

INNOVA Italy

C2-325

Xylem United States

C2-375

PANIWATER International

C2-327

SUEZ France

C2-376

Sysmex Europe Germany

C2-329

EasyMining Sweden

C2-378

S-can GmbH Austria

C2-331

KWR Water Research Institute Netherlands

C2-379

NAIADES Belgium

C2-333

EBC Foundation Netherlands

C2-380

C2-333

Hydraloop Netherlands

Global Sanitation Graduate School - IHE
Netherlands

C2-380

C2-333

Netherlands Pavilion Netherlands

IHE Delft Institute for Water Education
Netherlands

C2-333

Netherlands Water Partnership Netherlands

C2-381

Ecomondo - Italian Exhibition Group Italy

C2-333

PB International Netherlands

C2-383

MDPI Switzerland

C2-333

Sensoterra International BV Netherlands

C2-385

Singapore Pavilion Singapore

C2-333

Vewin Netherlands

C2-386

Global Water Intelligence United Kingdom

C2-389

ViewPoint Water Biometering France

Programme Book
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Stand

Exhibitor

Stand

Exhibitor

C2-390

National Water and Sewerage Corporation
Uganda

E-125

Japan Water Works Association Japan

C2-393

Acquedotto Pugliese Italy

E-125

Kubota Japan

C2-393

BolognaFiere Water&Energy Italy

E-125

Metawater Japan

C2-393

Etatron DS Italy

E-125

Suiken Japan

C2-393

GEST Italy

E-125

Taisei Kiko Japan

C2-393 /
C2-397

Italy Pavilion Italy

E-125

TokyoWater Japan

C2-393

Paladeri Italy

E-128

Aquaporin Denmark

C2-393

Polieco Italy

E-129

Nivus Germany

C2-393

Teti Acque Italy

E-130

BPC Instruments Sweden

C2-395

Nanonord Denmark

E-132

Mueller United States

C2-397

Idrotherm 2000 Italy

E-200A

Aalborg Forsyning Denmark

C2-398

Korea Environment Corporation Republic of
Korea

E-200A

Brønderslev Forsyning A/S Denmark

E-200A

Capital Region of Denmark Denmark

C2-398

Korea Water Cluster Republic of Korea

E-200A

City of Copenhagen Denmark

C2-400

rqmicro AG Switzerland

E-200A

Frederiksberg Municipality Denmark

C2-408

Ellona France

E-200A

Frederikshavn Forsyning A/S Denmark

C2-410

Royal Society of Chemistry - Environmental
Science United Kingdom

E-200A

E-105

Canada Pavilion Canada

Grønlands Selvstyre v/Departementet for
Erhverv, Energi, Forskning og Arbejdsmarked
Denmark

E-105

North America Pavilion United States

E-200A

Hjørring Vandselskab A/S Denmark

E-115

Bentley Systems International Ireland

E-200A

Mariagerfjord Vand a/s Denmark

E-118

ESRI United States

E-200A

Middelfart Kommune Denmark

E-119

Japan Water Forum Japan

E-200A

Rebild Forsyning Denmark

E-121

Protok Croatia

E-200A

Skanderborg Forsyning Denmark

E-123

InventicsDx Germany

E-200A

Utilities of Northern Denmark Denmark

E-125

Bureau of Sewerage, Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Japan

E-200A

Vesthimmerlands Forsyning Denmark

E-125

Bureau of Waterworks, Tokyo Metropolitan
Government Japan

E-200D

Aalborg University Denmark

E-200D

Aarhus GeoInstruments Denmark

E-125

Federation of Japan Water Industries Japan

E-200D

Aarhus University Denmark

E-125

Japan Institute of Wastewater Engineering
and Technology Japan

E-200D

Aguardio Denmark

E-125

Japan Pavilion Japan

E-200D

Byggros Denmark

E-200D

Circlia Nordic Denmark
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Stand

Exhibitor

Stand

Exhibitor

E-200D

Clean Denmark

E-200F

Aquaporin Denmark

E-200D

CMBC Denmark

E-200F

Aveva Denmark

E-200D

Consibio Denmark

E-200F

Bactiquant A/S Denmark

E-200D

Copenhagen University Denmark

E-200F

Dansk Kvarts Industri A/S Denmark

E-200D

Danish Universities: DTU, AU, AaU, KU
Denmark

E-200F

Dansk Vandværker Denmark

E-200D

DANOVA Denmark

E-200F

EWII Denmark

E-200D

DTU (Technical University of Denmark
Denmark

E-200F

Insatech A/S Denmark

E-200D

Eco Island Denmark

E-200F

E-200D

Flow Loop Denmark

LEAKman: AVK, Aveva, Kamstrup, Leif Koch,
Grundfos, NOVAFOS, HOFOR, DTU, NIRAS
Denmark

E-200F

Leif Koch Denmark

E-200D

GWS Denmark

E-200F

NOVAFOS Denmark

E-200D

Klimalancen Denmark

E-200F

Priess A/S Denmark

E-200D

Mattle Denmark

E-200F

Ramboll Denmark

E-200D

MicroChange Denmark

E-200F

SkyTEM Surveys ApS Denmark

E-200D

Mosbaek A/S Denmark

E-200F

Vand og Teknik Denmark

E-200D

Much More Water Denmark

E-200F

VIA University College Denmark

E-200D

Nordphos Denmark

E-200F

Water ApS Denmark

E-200D

PurFil Denmark

E-200D

Senti Denmark

E-200D

Techras Nano Denmark

E-200D

Viable Vision Denmark

E-200D

WaterZerv Denmark

E-200E

APX10 A/S Denmark

E-200E

Dryp A/S Denmark

E-200E

Geopartner Inspections Denmark

E-200E

Kamstrup Denmark

E-200E

Krüger - Veolia Denmark

E-200E

LE34 A/S Denmark

E-200E

Systematic A/S Denmark

E-200E

WSP Danmark A/S Denmark

E-200F

ACO Ahlmann Germany

E-200F

Alumichem Denmark

Australian Water Partnership Australia
Water Environment Federation United States
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Exhibitor Profiles
Stand C2-200K

3VAND
City: Copenhagen, Aarhus, Odense
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.hofor.dk, www.biofos.dk,
www.aarhusvand.dk, www.vcsdenmark.com
3VAND is a strategic collaboration between
the leading water utilities in Denmark
- situated in the three biggest cities in
Denmark: Aarhus Vand (Aarhus), Vandcenter
Syd (Odense), Hofor and Biofos (both
Copenhagen). 3VAND is a water ambassador,
presenting and showcasing water and
wastewater facilities and creating networks
abroad, focusing on the Danish water
model to promote the export of Danish
water technology. In cooperation with other
players, 3VAND develops an international
knowledge and innovation network to
demonstrate new technology resulting in
solutions of a high quality and, in the long
term, lower consumer prices.

A
Stand C2-238

ABLOY
City: Joensuu
Country: Finland
Web address: www.abloy.com
ABLOY offers security and locking
innovations dedicated to creating more
trust in the world. Combining digital and
mechanical expertise, Abloy Oy develops
industry-leading security solutions that
protect people, property and business. Abloy
is part of the ASSA ABLOY Group, the global
leader in access solutions. Every day, we help
billions of people experience a more open
world.
Visit us at ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions'
booth C2-271 to discover more of water
safety and security.

Stand E-200F

ACO AHLMANN SE & CO. KG
City: Büdelsdorf
Country: Germany
Web address: www.aco-nordic.se
The ACO Group is a world market leader in
drainage technology. Climate change sets us
a challenge to act ef-fectively with innovative
solutions to new environmental conditions.
With its integrated approach, ACO stands for
professional drainage, efficient cleaning, and
the controlled discharge and reuse of water.
Products include drainage channels and
point drainage, oil and grease separators,
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backflow prevention systems and pump
shafts. The innovative strength of the ACO
Group is built on intense research and
development, and its technical expertise
in processing polymer concrete, plastic,
cast iron, stainless steel and concrete. ACO
has a presen¬ce in over 47 countries, with
more than 5000 employees and a total of 37
production sites on five continents.

Stand C2-256

AFRY
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.AFRY.com

Stand C2-275

Stand C2-393

ACQUEDOTTO PUGLIESE SPA
City: Bari
Country: Italy
Web address: www.aqp.it
Acquedotto Pugliese SpA is one of the
largest and historical Italian companies and
one of the major European players in the
management of integrated water systems. Its
networks, with an extension of over 32,000
km, serve 260 municipalities in Puglia and
Campania and over 4 million citizens.
A large public company, with a production
value of 600.5 million euros in 2020 and
profits of 20.8 million.
The AQP Water Academy operates within the
company, a center of excellence for training
on the Integrated Water Service. Aseco SpA,
a leading company in the production of
fertilizers, belongs to Acquedotto Pugliese.

Stand C2-256

AFRICAN WATER ASSOCIATION
City: Abidjan
Country: Ivory Coast
Web address: www.afwa-hq.org
The African Water Association (AfWA), a
non-profit organization, created in 1980,
with a network of more than hundredmember Utilities over the whole of the
African continent, and more than 150
Affiliate and Individual Members worldwide,
appears as a partner we can’t do without
for the improvement of the performances
of water and sanitation utilities. Through
its programs based on the sharing of good
practices and training, AfWA participates
in the capacity building and contributes to
make utilities more competitive. Its knowhow makes it possible to accompany its
members towards achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), and other shortterm objectives set up for Africa. Its 21st
next international Congress and Exhibition
will be held in Abidjan – CÔTE D’IVOIRE,
in 2023, with participants from the whole
world.

AIR LIQUIDE
City: Taastrup
Country: Denmark
Web address: dk.airliquide.com
A world leader in gases, technologies and
services for Industry and Health, Air Liquide
is present in 75 countries with approximately
66 400 employees and serves more than
3,8, million customers and patients. Oxygen,
nitrogen and hydrogen are essential small
molecules for life, matter and energy. They
embody Air Liquide´s scientific territory and
have been at the core of the company´s
activities since its creation in 1902.
Air Liquide Denmark A/S is part of the Air
Liquide Group.

AIRWATERGREEN
Air Technology Sweden

Stand C2-256

AIRWATERGEEN
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.airwatergreen.com
Airwatergreen AB is a Swedish air treatment
company that offers energy-efficient
dehumidification and air treatment in
all climates. We design and manufacture
desiccant air treatment product that
effectively remove moisture and maintain a
suitable indoor climate, which prolongs the
life of buildings, goods and equipment, and
creates a healthier workplace environment
to stay in. The products are designed with
our patented technology, technologies
that give the products a number of unique
advantages. Advantages are half the energy
needed, plug-n-play installation and the
same efficiency in all temperatures. We have
more than 700 installations in 8 countries.

Stand C2-299A

ALS SCANDINAVIA AB
City: Danderyd
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.alsglobal.se
ALS Scandinavia is an accredited laboratory
that offers environmental and water
analyses. We have long experience and
are one of the leading laboratories in
environmental analysis. Our portfolio
contains a wide range of analyses including
organic compounds, metals and trace
elements at low concentrations, isotope
analysis, microplastics in water and analyses
for drinking water. We focus on quality
and meeting the client´s expectations. Our
partners are companies, authorities, and
universities.

Stand E-200F

ALUMICHEM A/S
City: Birkerød
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.alumichem.com
Alumichem provide complete solutions and
services for optimal water treatment and
water management and help municipalities
and industries meet the stringent
requirements and enhance sustainabilitydriven recycling initiatives.
With more than 40 years of experience
in the industry, and an established and
broad international network of knowledge
intensive employees and partners,
Alumichem is built on solid expertise in
chemicals, equipment, and consulting. Our
head office in Denmark is supported by our
international branches in North America,
Europe, and Ghana.
Alumichem is a leading Nordic manufacturer
of high-quality functional aluminates and
specialty chemicals, serving customers all
over the world.

transformation of wastewater and water
utility infrastructure and generate value out
of existing data.
Our company operates out of the Nordics,
specializing in big data analytics software.
We have a dedicated team composed of
business development experts, highlyexperienced data scientists and software
developers who support our utility clients
by creating value from an exponential and
growing amount of data.
For more information visit www.apx10.com

Stand E-128 / E-200F

Stand C2-302

AQUAFIN
City: Aartselaar
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.aquafin.be
Aquafin is responsible for the collection
and treatment of domestic wastewater
in Flanders. In this role, we also develop
activities for climate adaptation and
mitigation. In addition, we are committed
to reducing our climate impact through
the production of renewable energy and a
conscious choice of materials.

Our core solution is a SaaS platform called
data|APX®
APX10 brings superior infrastructure
overview and pipeline reinvestment decision
guidance to water and wastewater utilities.
Taking asset management decision-making
to the next level.
Our data|APX® platform provides advanced
data analytics to facilitate the digital

AQUAPORIN A/S
City: Kongens Lyngby
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.aquaporin.com
Aquaporin is a water technology company
dedicated to natural water treatment with
operations in Denmark, Singapore, US and
Turkey. We’re working to preserve the
Earth’s most valuable resource – water – by
combining bioengineering, open innovation
and aquaporins – nature's own water
purifiers – which we embed into water
purification membranes. Our Aquaporin
Inside® technology is based on Nobel
Prize-winning research and used to clean
and reuse water in industries, in our homes
and even by NASA in space. We work with
customers and partners around the globe to
treat industrial wastewater, concentrate food
& beverage products and enhance drinking
water quality and accessibility.

Stand C2-302

AQUAFLANDERS
City: Antwerp
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.aquaflanders.be
AquaFlanders is the federation of Flemish
water companies and sewer managers.
Together, all members commit to a
streamlined and modern water management
to create a sustainable future for water.
The organization gives advice to its members
in legislative and operational matters. It
promotes their interests with local, regional,
federal, and European governments and
stakeholders. And it raises awareness about
sustainable water usage.

Stand E-200E

APX10 A/S
City: Aarhus
Country: Denmark
Web address: apx10.com

treatment process, harmful pollutants
(PFAS, microplastics, drug residues, etc.)
are eliminated, heavy metals are reduced
and greenhouse gas emissions are reduced.
AquaGreen's Hecla Technology thereby
contributes globally to the necessary green
transformation.

Stand C2-200H

AQUAGREEN
City: Roskilde
Country: Denmark
Web address: aquagreen.dk

Stand C2-271

ASSA ABLOY
City: Stockholm
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.assaabloyglobalsolutions.
com/en/industries/critical-infrastructure
www.traka.com/global/en/
ASSA ABLOY Global Solutions help water
companies to improve their physical security
with robust locking and advanced key
and access management solutions. With
the latest electromechanical and digital
solutions, we ensure clean water to the
society, when only right people, at the right
time, have access to the water treatment
sites - everything managed with one system.
Water companies can enjoy peace of mind
with automatically traceability of all event
and efficient operation processes without
interruptions. And Together with our
network of local distributors we serve our
clients with precision, worldwide.

The Danish Cleantech company AquaGreen
has developed HECLA® Setores 1.000, a
fully automated facility with a sustainable,
patented technology that can convert
wet biomass (sludge, slurry fibers)
into hygienized, odorless biochar with
plant-available phosphorus. During the
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THE
BRITISH
PAVILION

COME AND SEE US AT

STAND C2-360
MON
Leakage
Reduction

TUE

WED

THU

Climate Change
& Environmental
Resilience

Net Zero Carbon
& Circular
Economy

Customer &
Social Mobility
YWP Reception
& Networking
Session
12:00 - 13:30

CEO Panel
Discussion
15:00 - 15:45
British Pavilion
Opening Drinks
Reception
17:30

Delivering Net
Zero - Simon
Parsons
15:00 - 15:45
Celebrating
Women in Water
Drinks Reception
17:00

Flourishing
Scotland Drinks
Reception
17:00

*Key notes and drinks receptions open to all

Showcasing the best innovation in the UK Water Sector
Anglian, Northumbrian, Scottish and British Water have joined forces to
deliver the British oﬀering at the exhibition. We look forward to welcoming
you at our stand.

Stand C2-200K

ASIR / AARHUS VAND /
TINYMOBILEROBOTS
City: Malling
Country: Denmark
Web address: tinymobilerobots.com
The Automated Sewer Inspection Robot
(ASIR) is a monitoring solution for sewer
inspection which can increase pipe lifetime
and enable annual savings of 24mio EUR
in Denmark alone. Today’s lack of regular
pipe inspections means that sewer pipes
are often replaced prematurely. Their life
expectancy of 75 years is often reduced to
an actual lifecycle of 20-40 years. The ASIR
solution consists of (1) an autonomous
sewer robot transmitting sensor data for (2)
automatic analysis and annotation which
will be used for (3) asset management by
the utilities to identify necessary repairs and
replacements.

AUSTRALIAN WATER PARTNERSHIP
City: Canberra
Country: Australia
Web address: waterpartnership.org.au
The Australian Water Partnership (AWP)
is a water for development partnership
supported by the Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT). AWP is an
international cooperation initiative helping
developing countries primarily in the IndoPacific region work towards the sustainable
management of their water resources. We
enable this by facilitating collaboration
between governments, international
organisations, and our partner network of
more than 200 Australian public, nongovernment and private sector organisations
to share Australia’s world-class water
expertise internationally. Since its inception
in 2015, AWP has provided technical
assistance projects to strengthen water
resource management in some 30 countries
in the Indo-Pacific and beyond.

B
Stand E-200F

BACTIQUANT
City: Birkeroed
Country: Denmark
Web address: bactiquant.com
BactiQuant is built on groundbreaking
science that allows monitoring bacteria
levels in near real-time. This allows our
clients to set up in-line process control,
increasing their internal water quality control
and providing quicker feedback loops in
their production. Ultimately, this results in
a more proactive and efficient supply chain,
producing less waste of a critical resource
– water. At BactiQuant, we understand the
dynamics of total bacterial mass present
in the water. Setting a robust baseline for
the total bacterial mass can quickly identify
water quality deviations, consistently
providing high-precision readings and alerts
that provide rapid, reliable data.

Stand C2-349

ASTERRA
City: Tel Aviv
Country: Israel
Web address: asterra.io
ASTERRA is a world leader in satellite-based
infrastructure intelligence. The company’s
algorithms for the detection of underground
soil moisture types bring to market the only
intelligence of this kind. By analyzing S.A.R.
imagery, ASTERRA collects hard, actionable
data, which it puts in the hands of ground
crews, planners, and engineers.

Stand C2-347

AUMA RIESTER GMBH & CO. KG
City: Muellheim
Country: Germany
Web address: www.auma.com
AUMA electric actuators – solutions for a
world in motion
AUMA is one of the leading companies
manufacturing electric actuators, actuator
controls and manual gear operators for
industrial valve application. AUMA is the
specialist for electric part- and multiturn actuators with more than 50 years
of experience in valve automation. The
company manufactures it's products at two
plants and supports the products from three
service centres. Further an international
sales and service guarantees the support
to the final customer for spare part and
maintenance requirements. Detailed
information is available at AUMA’s internet.

Stand C2-200M

AVK HOLDING A/S
City: Galten
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.avkvalves.eu
AVK is a global leader within valves and
hydrants. Our valves are part of vital
infrastructures such as water distribution,
wastewater treatment, gas distribution
and fire protection applications. We aim
at developing products that will make
a difference in those areas. Our latest
solutions include battery-operated IoT
sensors that provide important data directly
from the distribution network and with it an
essential contribution to network efficiency
and to solving the crucial problem of water
loss worldwide.
The AVK Group is a privately owned company
employing approx. 4,500 people in 100+ AVK
companies worldwide.

Stand E-115

BENTLEY SYSTEMS
City: Corporate Headquarters in Exton
Country: PA, USA
Web address: www.bentley.com
Bentley Systems (Nasdaq: BSY) is the
infrastructure engineering software
company. We provide innovative software
to advance the world’s infrastructure –
sustaining both the global economy and
environment. Our industry-leading software
solutions are used by professionals, and
organizations of every size, for the design,
construction, and operations of water
and wastewater, roads and bridges, rail
and transit, public works and utilities,
buildings and campuses, mining, and
industrial facilities. Our offerings include
MicroStation-based applications for
modeling and simulation, ProjectWise for
project delivery, AssetWise for asset and
network performance, Seequent’s leading
geoprofessional software portfolio, and
the iTwin platform for infrastructure digital
twins. Bentley Systems employs more than
4,500 colleagues and generates annual
revenues of approximately $1 billion in
186 countries.
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Stand C2-218

BIOWATER TECHNOLOGY AS
City: Tønsberg
Country: Norway
Web address: www.biowater.no
Biowater Technology are experts in the
engineering and delivery of tailor-made
wastewater treatment solutions. We
develop and implement our own next
generation treatment technologies as well
as conventional solutions. Our team has
experience from over 130 installations
worldwide with over 30 years experience.
Headquarter: Biowater Technology AS,
Norway
Next generation wastewater treatment
technology and solutions.Deliver the future
today.

Stand C2-393

BOLOGNAFIERE WATER&ENERGY SRL –
BFWE
City: Bologna
Country: Italy
Web address: www.bfwe.it
BolognaFiere Water&Energy is a joint
venture made up of BolognaFiere, one of
the main Italian players in the exhibition
market, and Mirumir, a company that has
been promoting and organizing exhibitions
and conferences on energy and technological
innovation for over twenty years
The purpose of BFWE is to provide a
contribution to the knowledge and sharing
of issues related to the economic and social
value of water, energy and new technologies
A path through 6 events to animate a
national and international debate on
the ecological transition: AccadueO,
Forum AccadueO, CH4, Hydrogen Energy
Summit&Expo, ConferenzaGNL, Fuels
Mobility, Dronitaly

and management knowhow, in order to
sustainably solve problems such as sewer
facility maintenance and business operation.

contract in Copenhagen, the third one in
Denmark, for BIOFOS at the Damhusåen
wastewater treatment plant.

Stand E-125

Stand E-200A

BUREAU OF WATERWORKS, TOKYO
METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.waterworks.metro.tokyo.
jp/eng/, www.waterprofessionals.metro.
tokyo.jp/
We have been constantly providing a stable
supply of high quality water to approx. 13.6
million customers. While constructing a
water supply system with higher reliability
at both the hard and soft aspects, we are
aiming at developing the high quality water
service and the waterworks that make
customers satisfied.

C

BUREAU OF SEWERAGE, TOKYO
METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.gesui.metro.tokyo.lg.jp/
english/index.html
Bureau of Sewerage Tokyo Metropolitan
Government is responsible for constructing,
operating and managing Tokyo’s sewerage
system, which plays a vital role in ensuring a
safe and pleasant living environment. We are
promoting reconstruction of facilities, flood
control, earthquake measures, combined
sewer system improvement, advanced
treatment, global warming measures etc.
As part of that process, we have created
technology for Tokyo Sewerage, and solved
a variety of problems. We will continue to
leverage the strength of Tokyo Sewerage,
including our advanced technical capacity
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The Capital Region of Denmark runs and
develop Denmark’s largest healtcare system.
Beside this important task our focus is on
developing a Region for the next generation.
To fulfill this goal we protect the Regions
groundwater from soil contamination and
help develop a climate adapted Region.
We have great experience in removing the
risk from soil contamination and thereby
protect the groundwater, human health and
the nature. We constantly use our watercompetences to innovate new methods
to reach our target. Visit us at the Danish
pavilion in Bella Center and see some
examples of our work.

Stand C2-256

CACTUS
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.cactus.se
Every day, our SCADA/DCS system Cactus
Eye controls and optimizes the operation
of more than 100 infrastructure owners of
socially important functions. For more than
40 years, Cactus has managed more than
half of Sweden's drinking water production
in collaboration with around 60 VA players
in Sweden.
We help our customers secure and
optimize the operation of something we
take for granted: Access to drinking water,
i.e. a socially important function with
requirements for high operational reliability.
Cactus provides stability, security and longterm perspective for all the joint company's
customers.

Stand E-125

CAPITAL REGION OF DENMARK
City: Hillerød
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.regionh.dk

Stand C2-218

CAMBI
City: Asker
Country: Norway
Web address: cambi.com
Cambi is a global technology and solutions
supplier, transforming wastewater solids
and organic wastes into renewable energy
and easy-to-handle biosolids. Its patented
thermal hydrolysis process provides
tremendous economic advantages and the
lowest possible carbon footprint for mid-size
and large wastewater treatment plants,
independent of the biosolids handling route
(incineration, land application, landfilling).
Cambi’s 80 references span biogas plants
in 25 countries on six continents and
serve about 110 million people in cities
like Brussels, Oslo, Athens, Sydney, and
Singapore. The company recently signed a

Stand C2-200G

CENTRAL DENMARK REGION
City: Viborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.c2ccc.eu
Coast to Coast Climate Challenge (C2C CC)
is a EU Life Integrated project focused on
climate adaptation that started back in
November 2017 and ends by the end of
2022.
The overall vision of the project is to create
climate resilient cities in a climate resilient
region.
This will be conducted through 24 sub
projects, that works throughout the entire
water cycle and with the three cross-cutting
themes of: governance, tools and innovation.
The sub projects are managed by a
partnership of 31 partners and 25 supporting
actors (mainly municipalities, utilities,
knowledge institutions and engineering
consultancy companies) with the Central
Denmark Region as lead partner.

Stand E-200A

CITY OF COPENHAGEN
City: Copenhagen
Country: Denmark
Web address: kk.dk
Technical and Environmental Administration
in the City of Copenhagen
The Technical and Environmental
Administration in the City of Copenhagen
is responsible for planning in the water
and climate area. This includes planning
for climate adaptation, wastewater,
groundwater and open water areas.
Copenhagen has for many years, worked for
sustainable wastewater management, which
has led to it being possible to swim in the
port of Copenhagen. On climate adaptation,
work is being done on implementing a
cloudburst plan with more than 300 surface
projects that includes goals for a greener and
more recreational city.

Stand C2-200J

COWI A/S
City: Lyngby
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.cowi.com
Together with customers, partners and
colleagues, we shape a future where people
and societies grow and flourish. We do that
by co-creating sustainable and beautiful
solutions that improve the quality of life for
people today and many generations ahead.
Our starting point is gaining a deep
understanding of our customers, their
aspirations and concerns. This is what sets us
apart and how we deliver long-term value.
Primarily located in Scandinavia, the UK,
North America and India, we currently
number 6,900 people, who offer
our expertise in water management,
engineering, architecture, energy and
environment.

D
Stand C2-256

CITY OF GOTHENBURG DEPARTMENT OF
SUSTAINABLE WASTE AND WATER
City: Gothenburg
Country: Sweden
Web address: gotebrog.se
The City of Gothenburg Department of
Sustainable Waste and Water is working
towards an ecocycle society. We are
catering for our citizens’ and our trade and
industry’s need for a safe, effective and
environmentally sound waste, water and
sewage management.

Stand E-200D

CLEAN
City: Sønderborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: cleancluster.dk
With more than 250+ members, CLEAN is
a world-leading cleantech cluster based in
Denmark with one vision: Danish companies
shall be world-leading within the cleantech
sector. We are the innovation room for those
who develop cleantech solutions and those
who need a solution.
Together with our members, we open
doors for innovation and business
opportunities through projects, knowledge
sharing, matchmaking, collaborations, and
networking, both national and international.
We let SMEs, municipalities, entrepreneurs,
and knowledge institutions meet and
collaborate towards our vision through
our five focus areas: “Water”, “Climate
adaptation”, “Air”, “Waste, resources, &
materials”, and “Soil, water, & nature”.

Stand C2-200H

DANFOSS DRIVES
City: Graasten
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.danfoss.com/en/
For more than 50 years, Danfoss has
contributed globally to meeting the need for
energy-efficient infrastructure, connected
systems, integrated renewable energy, and
decarbonization solutions.
Danfoss engineers a better tomorrow for
the water and wastewater sector, with
technology including quality applicationoptimized drives, pressure transmitters and
switches. From desalination via reverse
osmosis, to traditional water production,
water distribution and wastewater
treatment, Danfoss gives you energyefficient solutions. Today, it’s even possible
to generate energy during water processing,
fulfilling the energy need of the entire water
cycle. Together with our customers, we help
make a greener and better future a reality.

Stand C2-200L

DANISH EXPORT ASSOCIATION
City: Silkeborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.danishexport.com

Since its foundation in 1965, Danish Export
Association has provided an unrivalled
platform for quality-conscious Danish
manufacturers and service providers to
interface with their foreign customers and
partners.
We are the largest export association in
Denmark with more than 700 suppliers,
making it an excellent platform to locate new
business partners.
If you are interested in getting in touch
with Danish suppliers, then please visit our
website www.danishexport.com, where you
will find names of all our members. If you
have questions, you are also welcome to
contact us by e-mail.

Stand C2-200L

DANISH WATER FORUM
City: Hørsholm
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.danishwaterforum.dk
Danish Water Forum, established 2002, is a
network organisation to promote knowledge
sharing and cooperation across the Danish
water sector, including government agencies,
universities, vocational training institutes,
sector institutes, consultants, water and
wastewater utilities, business companies and
individual water sector stakeholders.
Our members cover all aspects of the
hydrological cycle from water resources
management through water supply and
wastewater treatment to protection of water
resources and water-based ecosystems.

Stand C2-200G

DANNOZZLE APS
City: Støvring
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.dannozzle.dk
Climate change adaptation & Climate
adaptation systems
Dannozzle is a production and engineering
company specializing in climate adaptation
systems.
We tailor make solutions to each location
and in doing so, effectively adapt to sea, rain,
and coastal shift.
Our climate adaptation systems are capable
of handling cloud bursts, high tides, and sand
blockages.
Dannozzle’s flap gates are manufactured
from the same lightweight materials as wind
turbine wings, giving both great flexibility
and resistance to natural forces.
Follow us on LinkedIn.

Danish Export Association represents
suppliers within 12 key industries consisting
of manufacturers, consultants and service
providers.
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Stand E-200F

DANSK KVARTS INDUSTRI
City: Brædstrup
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.kvarts.dk
Dansk Kvarts Industri A/S is a family business
since 1953 as manufacture quartz sand
for many purposes e.g., water works and
the construction Industry. DKI supply filter
materials for water works/water filters. Our
quartz sand has a purity and a cubic form
extremely suitable for this purpose.
DKI manufacture a sustainable product
SmartSand especially for waterworks.
Smartsand is a “plug and play product”
developed to reduce: The run-in- time and
with lower consumption of energy and
water at the water works. DKI produce the
Smartsand and fill the SmartSand in the
water filter using ejectors.

Stand E-200F

DANSKE VANDVÆRKER
City: Solrød Strand
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.danskevv.dk
The Association of Waterworks in Denmark
Danske Vandværker is the Association of
Waterworks in Denmark. The majority are
organized as cooperatives. Therefore, the
consumers themselves own and operate
the water supply, and all members have an
influence on the operation, administration,
pricing etc.
Our purpose is to promote the views and
interests of the water cooperatives to the
public, authorities and politicians. Through
the membership of the Association the water
supplies have access to:
• Technical and legal advice
• Influence on the political framework
through our public affairs work
• Expos and knowledge exchange with water
technology companies
• Education and training programs

Stand C2-354

DATAKORUM SOLUTIONS, S.L
City: Valencia
Country: Spain
Web address: www.datakorum.com
DATAKORUM is a Spanish company with a
high specialization in the Data Collection
under the CaaS (Connectivity as a Service)
model based on 5G communications (NB-IoT)
for the water, electricity, gas and mobility
sectors.
Through our proprietary technology we have
created a communications ecosystem that
fully integrates sensors wirelessly and in real
time with management platforms, this being
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the key point in infrastructure projects with
a huge variety of devices and manufacturers
that have to be connected in a single
management system.
We work with the world's leading water
companies and with real field deployments
in Spain, United Arab Emirates (UAE),
Germany and China.

Stand C2-302

DE WATERGROEP
City: Brussels
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.dewatergroep.be
De Watergroep is the largest water
company in Flanders (Belgium). We are
an autonomous Flemish water company
offering products and services for the
complete water chain. We deliver drinking
water to over 3 million customers in 177
towns via a network of 34,500 kilometers
of pipelines. Our total water production
amounted to 129,7 million m³ of water in
2021. In addition, we apply a sustainable
recycling approach for an economically and
ecologically sound management of all links
in the water chain: rainwater, ground, and
surface water, drinking water, process water
and wastewater.
We make water with a custom-made service.
Today, for tomorrow’s generation.

Stand C2-302

DELAWARE
City: Kortrijk
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.delaware.pro
Delaware is a fast-growing company
that delivers solutions and services to
organizations striving for a sustainable,
competitive advantage.
We work on a global scale, with over 3,000
professionals in 14 countries spread over
Europe, Asia and the Americas.
We guide our customers through their digital
business & it transformations and have over
10 years of specialized experience in the
utilities sector.
Our experts support water companies in
integrating and embedding innovative
functionalities in operations and
implementing technology.
This allows our customers to generate
sustainable growth in an increasingly
efficiency- and customer-driven economy.

Stand C2-296

DHI A/S
City: Hørsholm
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.dhigroup.com
Protecting water for the future is a challenge
we take on every day. DHI is a digitally
enabled advisory company working within
the entire water cycle. We make a difference
with our innovation, whether it’s protecting
urban infrastructure from extreme weather,
ensuring clean drinking water or improving
water quality from city to river to ocean.
Headquartered in Denmark since 1964,
DHI employs over 1,000 employees in 27
countries. Together, we use our global
experience to support our clients – in any
water environment, anywhere in the world.

Stand C2-200L

DI WATER
City: Copenhagen
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.di.dk/vand
Danish Water Industries Federation (DI
Water) represents the leading technology
providers, engineers, and utilities within the
Danish water cluster and across the entire
value chain. DI Water attends to the political
and business interest of the water industry
at a national and European level. We work
to promote business conditions and green
water solutions. Measured in water patents
per capita and export of water technologies
and consultancy per capita, Denmark is
number one and a world leader. The Danish
water sector has set the goal to become
climate and energy neutral by 2030.

Stand C2-256

DRIZZLE – CENTRE FOR STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.ltu.se/research/subjects/
VA-teknik/Forskningsprojekt/DRIZZLE
“DRIZZLE – Centre for Stormwater
Management” is a centre of excellence
for stormwater research, led by the Urban
Water Engineering research group at Luleå
University of Technology, Sweden. Within
DRIZZLE, researchers, companies, and
municipalities collaborate to co-create
excellent research, and to develop and
implement pioneering, research-based
stormwater management solutions, to
minimize pollution entering receiving waters,
to reduce the risk of flooding in urban
areas, and to exploit the opportunities that
stormwater runoff can offer. Find out more:
www.ltu.se/DRIZZLE

Stand E-200E

Stand C2-408

DRYP A/S
City: Copenhagen
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.drypdata.com

ELLONA
City: Toulouse
Country: France
Web address: www.ellona.io

Wastewater and rainwater are central
to both the global and local climate
agendas. We see changing rainfall patterns,
increasing urban populations, aging water
infrastructure all adding up to fear of
flooding, overflows, pollution, and loss of
precious resources.
Dryp’s smart water management system
solution utilizes IoT and data engineering
to increase information collection and
analytics. Big data acquired in real-time is
used to manage daily decisions and quality
the competences of water engineers. Our
solution has the potential to help society
save enormous amounts of money and CO2
on their climate change adaptation efforts.
Join the future of smart water systems here:
www.drypdata.com

Ellona's ambition is to make the world
a safer and healthier place by providing
enriched environmental data in real time.
The company brings together a unique set
of expertise in odor, gases, particles, noise
and air quality outdoor and indoor. Ellona
is a leader in situational and environmental
intelligence, providing databases on health,
safety, toxic substances, hedonism, wellbeing and productivity.
Today, with its online air quality monitoring
solutions, WT1 for outdoor and POD2 for
indoor, the company has more than 100
active customers worldwide, in various fields
such as construction, industrial sites, waste
management, transportation, or public
buildings.

E
Stand C2-230

Stand C2-329

EASYMINING
City: Uppsala
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.easymining.se
EasyMining is an innovation company
dedicated to closing nutrient cycles. We
are owned by the Swedish environmental
company Ragn-Sells. Our objective is to
create new circular material flows in an
efficient commercial way. We do this by
inventing and implementing new technology
that uses chemical solutions to recycle
important materials.

Stand C2-381

ECOMONDO – ITALIAN EXHIBITION
GROUP S.P.A.
City: Rimini
Country: Italy
Web address: en.ecomondo.com
Ecomondo is the reference event in Europe
and the Mediterranean for the ecological
transition and the circular and regenerative
economy.
It is an international show with an innovative
format that brings together on a single
platform all the sectors that support
ecological transition, integrated solutions for
the valorisation of waste, integrated water
cycle, land reclamation and regeneration,
renewable energies, energy efficiency, green
mobility, circular economy.
Ecomondo will host conferences, debates
and discussion forums on future trends,
national strategy and the National Recovery
and Resilience Plan (PNRR). The in person
event is enhanced by a innovative digital
platform.

EMPIT GMBH
City: Berlin
Country: Germany
Web address: empit.com/en/
EMPIT is a global working deep-tech
company established in 2015. It has
developed a solution to overcome the
challenges of aging water infrastructure,
unknown pipeline wall condition, and
uncertainty of exact geolocation.
With its self-developed CMI technology,
EMPIT tackles large and complex
water pipeline networks, providing a
comprehensive integrity overview. The
company developed a set of assessments
that can provide water operators with
information for their asset management
strategy that positively contributes to
budgeting and efficient construction
planning. Almost no preparatory measures
are required. The inspection is carried out
without contact and without influencing the
operation of the pipeline.

Stand C2-346

ENDRESS+HAUSER GROUP SERVICE AG
City: Reinach
Country: Switzerland
Web address: www.endress.com
The Endress+Hauser Group is a global leader
in measurement and automation technology
for process and laboratory applications.
The family company, headquartered in
Reinach, Switzerland, achieved net sales of
approximately 2.9 billion euros in 2021 with
a total workforce of more than 15,000.
Endress+Hauser devices, solutions and
services are at home in many industries.
Customers thus use them to gain valuable
knowledge from their applications. This

enables them to improve their products,
work economically and at the same time
protect people and the environment.
Endress+Hauser is a reliable partner
worldwide. Its own sales companies in more
than 50 countries as well as representatives
in another 70 countries ensure competent
support.

Stand C2-200O

ENVIDAN A/S
City: Silkeborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.EnviDan.dk
Envidan is one of the Nordic region's leading
water and wastewater specialists with three
core business areas: Consulting, Turnkey and
Software.
Our business is born with a sustainable DNA
and we wish to put action behind sustainable
concepts offering sustainable engineering to
utilities, municipalities and industries within
the water cycle.
From offices in Norway, Sweden and
Denmark, +350 employees contribute to
solving some of the water sector's biggest
challenges: green transition, climate change
and securing clean drinking water for
all, thus providing practical, sustainable
solutions to our customers' specific
problems.

Stand C2-410

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE: WATER
RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
City: London
Country: United Kingdom
Web address: rsc.li/es-water
Environmental Science: Water Research
& Technology publishes high quality
sustainable water research drawing
together fundamental science, innovative
technologies and management practices.
Led by Editor-in-Chief Paige Novak
(University of Minnesota, USA), the
journal provides a unique platform to
promote outstanding water research and
innovative technologies being developed
across the global scientific community. Our
international editorial board oversee high
peer review standards and fast publication
times to ensure impactful water studies are
published swiftly.
The journal is part of the RSC’s
environmental sciences journal family,
offering exceptional environmental
sciences research with Environmental
Science: Advances, Environmental Science:
Atmospheres, Environmental Science: Nano,
and Environmental Science: Processes &
Impacts.
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WaterWebTools is a SaaS company specializing in
hydrological and water quality forecasting, with
solutions tailored to water supply management,
hydropower operations, emergency responses,
environmental conservation, and community outreach.

Real-time water quality, drought, & flood
forecasting made easy & affordable

Clear communication of model forecasts &
real-time sensor information

One intuitive user-interface & interactive
platform for all data

Smart early warning, planning & response

Desktop

Mobile App

www.WaterWebTools.com

Stand C2-218

EQUANOSTIC
City: Oslo
Country: Norway
Web address: www.equanostic.com
Equanostic makes sure everything’s as it
should be in those critical, inaccessible
places. The pipes, wells and reservoirs deep
underground, on the seabed, behind the
thickest walls.
Our low-power radar and ultrasound
technology goes further and works harder,
solving the challenges no one else can. It
checks and measures cracks and corrosion,
testing and visualising what’s happening,
discovering dangers that others cannot.
We do the whole stack, hardware, and
software. So, we’re ahead of the game,
helping our partners to stay in control and
keeping the world safe.

Stand E-200F

EWII
City: Kolding
Country: Denmark
Web address: ewii.dk
In TREFOR Vand, we do our best to ensure
clean, safe tap water for the customers
and Danish municipalities of Vejle, Kolding,
Fredericia, Middelfart and Vejen – called the
Triangular Region of Denmark
Our 12 mio. m3 drinking water is based
on groundwater and is not subject to any
chemical purification or adjustments before
it is distributed to our 52000 customers. We
work intensively on protecting the sources of
ground water.
We are one of three utility companies in
TREFOR, which is a subsidiary of the EWII
Group.
Together with our colleagues in TREFOR, we
make sure that our customer can take district
heating, fresh drinking water and electricity
for granted every day.

Stand C2-393

Stand C2-238

FINNISH WATER FORUM
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.finnishwaterforum.fi/wp/fi
Finnish Water Forum is a joint network of
Finnish water sector and a platform for multistakeholder cooperation. With more than
130 member organizations, Finnish Water
Forum brings together world-leading water
know-how and technology from private sector
companies, scientific & research institutes,
universities and educational institutions
as well as from governmental and nongovernmental organizations. Together with
international partners, Finnish Water Forum
builds partnerships to create sustainable
solutions for global water, climate, and
biodiversity challenges with Finnish Water Way
– the comprehensive approach to sustainable
water management based on close crosssectoral collaboration.

ETATRON DS
City: Roma
Country: Italy
Web address: www.etatronds.it
Etatron D.S. is one of Italy's oldest
manufacturers of pumps and chemical
metering controllers with more than 40
years of experience, present in more than 70
countries.
Our branches are located in the U.K.,
France, Egypt, Spain, the U.S., Russia, Brazil,
Romania and Ukraine. We specialize in the
manufacture of high quality dosing systems
and controllers for a wide range of industries
including water treatment, agriculture, food
& beverage and swimming pool.
Key product quality and customer service are
an important part of Etatron's commitment.
Etatron believes in its commitment to
sustainability, taking care of the environment
and its people.

Stand C2-200K

EUROFINS
City: Vejen
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.eurofins.dk/miljoe
Eurofins is the world leader in food,
environment and agroscience CRO services.
We offer a portfolio of 200,000 analytical
methods for evaluating the safety, identity,
composition, origin and purity of biological
substances. The Group objective is to
provide its customers with high-quality
services and accurate results on time.

Stand C2-200H

EXPO-NET DANMARK A/S
City: Hjørring
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.bio-blok.com
A major part of our wastewater is generated
around urban areas and cities. Wastewater
can pollute our nearby lakes and rivers and
pose a threat to both human and animal
health; therefore, we need to treat the
wastewater in the local treatment plant.
Our BIO-BLOK® filter media helps increasing
the surface area in your system to improve
the efficiency and reducing the footprint.
BIO-BLOK® is used for most wastewater
treatment applications, in aquaculture and
for stormwater management. We provide
free consultancy to give you the best
conditions for designing your system.

F
Stand E-125

FEDERATION OF JAPAN WATER
INDUSTRIES, INC.
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.suidanren.or.jp/english

Stand C2-238

FINNISH WATER UTILITIES ASSOCIATION
(FIWA)
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.vvy.fi
Finnish Water Utilities Association (FIWA) is
the co-operation and member association of
the Finnish water and wastewater utilities.
FIWA has about 300 member utilities which
cover about 90 % of water services in Finland.
FIWA's main purpose is to facilitate an
enabling operational environment for its
member utilities and support their functions
and capacity. FIWA acts as the office for Water
Services Pool, set by the National Emergency
Supply Agency. FIWA is a member of EurEau
which is the European Federation of National
Associations of Water Services.

FIWA produces for its members guidelines
and technical and administrative
publications. FIWA maintains a utility
benchmarking database (VENLA), through
which its member utilities utilise relevant
performance indicators to enhance their
operations. Water Utilities Development
Fund supports research and development
projects relevant for the utilities. FIWA
organises professional training and annual
water services days.

Federation of Japan Water Industries, Inc.
(SUIDANREN), established in 1966 as a privatesector organization, contributes to Japan's
water industry by supporting its members
build and enhance the social infrastructure.
The SUIDANREN assists in developing new
products and improving technology, as well as
addressing various challenges arisen in waterrelated business initiatives.
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Stand C2-238

FLUIDIT LTD
City: Järvenpää
Country: Finland
Web address: www.fluidit.com
Fluidit is a Finnish software specialist
developing cutting-edge urban water
system simulation and data analytics
tools. Fluidit offers a well-integrated
product portfolio for in-depth modeling
of stormwater, wastewater, water supply,
and district energy systems. Fluidit
software builds on the rigor of the proven
SWMM and EPANET methodologies, yet it
provides an entirely new, modern software
architecture customizable to varying user
needs. Fluidit’s team of water and energy
experts offers an unparalleled standard of
personalized engineer support and rapid
software development. Fluidit is trusted by
consultants and utilities already in over 14
countries across continents.

Stand E-200E

GEOPARTNER INSPECTIONS
City: Odense
Country: Denmark
Web address: geopartner-inspections.com/
Geopartner Inspections specializes in the
performance of complex inspection and
monitoring tasks.
We provide valid data and projections to
serve as the necessary basis for work on
climate proofing, project development and
asset management.
We are experts in knowledge of ground
motions. The Earth’s surface is constantly
rising and falling at the same time as global
sea levels are rising. We are specialists in the
measurement and calculation of how these
changes can influence the service life and
functionality of installations both above and
below ground and are able to advise about
the resulting consequences for your project.

Stand C2-393

Stand C2-256

FM MATTSSON
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.fmmattssongroup.com
FM Mattsson develops, manufactures and
provides solutions for bathrooms, kitchens
and gardens and offers services with high
customer value. Our focus is high quality,
attractive design and consideration for the
environment.

G
Stand C2-238

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF FINLAND
City: Espoo
Country: Finland
Web address: www.gtk.fi/en/
The Geological Survey of Finland (GTK)
produces impartial and objective research
data and services in support of decisionmaking in industry, academia, and wider
society to accelerate the transition to a
sustainable, carbon-neutral world.
GTK employs more than 400 experts
specializing in the mineral economy, circular
economy, solutions related to energy, water
and the environment, as well as digital
solutions. GTK is a research institution
governed by the Finnish Ministry of
Employment and the Economy, operating in
Finland and globally.
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GEST SRL
City: San Giovanni La Punta (CT)
Country: Italy
Web address: www.gestsrl.it
GEST is one of the main Italian companies
operating in the MDM (Meter Data
Management) and MDC (Meter Data
Collection) sectors, specialising in the
integration of innovative systems, the
development of software platforms and
mobile applications, and consulting in
technological and digital projects.
The company is qualified in the Water
sector with over 22 years of experience
in Metering and Smart Metering and it
offers software solutions in SaaS to Utilities
and private individuals to facilitate the
integration and management of Smart data,
offering tools to improve their contents,
thanks to its team of computer engineering,
electrical engineering, design and visual
communication graduates.

Stand C2-380

GLOBAL SANITATION GRADUATE SCHOOL
(GSGS)
City: Delft
Country: The Netherlands
Web address: sanitationeducation.org
The Global Sanitation Graduate School
(GSGS) is a platform to facilitate
the development and empower the
dissemination of knowledge on sanitation
through postgraduate (MSc) programs,
online (self-study and instructor-led) courses,
face-to-face (on-campus) courses and tailor-

made training so that the sanitation challenges
can be embraced with deeper insight, advanced
knowledge, and greater confidence. This
rapidly-growing global network of currently 50
universities in Sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia and
Latin America aims to yield 10,000 champions in
developing and implementing sanitation in the
context of the UN SDGs by the year 2030. GSGS is
continuously updating its courses and welcomes
new members.

Stand C2-386

GLOBAL WATER INTELLIGENCE
City: Oxford
Country: United Kingdom
Web address: www.globalwaterintel.com
Global Water Intelligence (GWI) publishes
newsletters, reports, and market intelligence
platforms providing analysis and strategic
data on the international water market. Its
flagship publication, the monthly Global Water
Intelligence Magazine, has established itself as
the market-leading publication for developers,
suppliers, financiers, governments, utilities and
municipalities seeking information and analysis
on water projects with an element of private
sector participation. If you want to find out more
about GWI products visit www.globalwaterintel.
com/products-and-services. You can sign-up
for free access to GWI articles, take a free trial
of Water Desalination Report, or schedule your
demo of our GWI WaterData or DesalData
intelligence platforms.

Stand C2-238

GREENSEQ LTD.
City: Nokia
Country: Finland
Web address: www.greenseq.com
Our special expertise is in microbiology including
virology. We have more than 20 years of
international experience in the study of microbes
by molecular methods. We are providing quality
research tools, reference materials, analysis
services of molecular biology techniques and
expert services, all to support your accuracy.
Our reference materials and laboratory services
enable us to provide tailored solutions to
meet your analytical needs in environmental
microbiological analyzes. We are committed
to sustainable goals and efforts to develop
technologies that promote the conditions needed
for healthy living environments - we take into
account natural resources and biodiversity.

Stand C2-292 / C2-200L

GRUNDFOS HOLDING A/S
City: Bjerringbro
Country: Denmark
Web address: grundfos.com
Grundfos pioneers solutions to the world’s
water and climate challenges and improves
quality of life for people. We develop,
produce and sell pump solutions which help
reduce water-related challenges. We create
research and product development based
solutions to meet growing demands for
minimising the consumption of resources
and emission of CO2.
We provide expertise in energy- and water
efficient solutions and systems for a wide
range of applications, including water supply,
water treatment and waste water, industries
and buildings.
An annual production of over 17 million
units positions the Grundfos Group as one of
the world’s largest pump manufacturers with
20,000 employees in 56 countries.

Stand C2-238

HELSINKI REGION ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES AUTHORITY HSY
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.hsy.fi/en/
HSY is a regional authority that provides
municipal water supply and waste
management services, as well as information
on the Helsinki metropolitan area and the
environment.
We supply high-quality drinking water to
more than one million residents in the
Helsinki metropolitan area and we effectively
treat the wastewater from city residents
and industry as well as build and renovate
the water supply and sewer network. We
produce biogas, energy and heat as well as
recycle nutrients and organic material by
solid products.
HSY employs nearly 800 people and have a
turnover of more than EUR 350 million.

Stand C3-352

Stand C2-256

GRYAAB
City: Gothenburg
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.gryaab.se

H

HERMANN SEWERIN GMBH
City: Gütersloh
Country: Germany
Web address: www.sewerin.com
Technology leader for gas and water leak
detection equipment
The Sewerin group of companies is an
internationally successful group with its
headquarters in Gütersloh, Germany. Core
business is the development, production and
global distribution of electronic measuring
equipment for the gas and water supply and
distribution industry.

Stand C2-299

HACH
City: Loveland, Colorado
Country: USA
Web address: www.hach.com
Our Mission: Ensuring water quality for
people around the world.
Our Vision: We make water analysis better faster, simpler, greener and more informative
- via unsurpassed customer partnerships, the
most knowledgeable experts, and reliable,
easy-to-use solutions
Founded in 1933, we've led the water
industry in developing innovative solutions
to help communities and industries manage
water more efficiently and accurately. Hach
solutions to ensure water quality can be
found across the globe and serve industries
ranging from municipal drinking and
wastewater to food, beverage and power,
and every other category that touches water.

Stand C2-200K

HEXA-COVER A/S
City: Thisted
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.hexa-cover.com
Hexa-Cover A/S - manufacturer of the HexaCover® floating cover technology.
Being a very effective, long-lived and very
easy handled floating cover solutions HexaCover® floating cover today is the market
leader for modular floating cover solutions.
Hexa-Cover® is offered in various
configurations to fit basically any fluid , any
surface area and any temperature and on
almost any kind of lagoon, pond, reservoir,
tanks etc.

Stand C2-218

HIAS HOW2O AS
City: Ottestad
Country: Norway
Web address: www.hias.as
The patented Hias® Process combines
microbiology found in activated sludge
systems with the high performance and
ultralow footprint of MBBR-biofilm systems.
The Hias Process removes organic matter,
phosphorus via EBPR, and both nitrogen and
phosphorus via simultaneous nitrification
and denitrification P-removal (SND-P).
Further intensification is achieved by the fact
that biofilm sludge is easily separated with
mechanical filtration, thus eliminating the
need for huge sedimentation volumes.
Hias How2O offers consulting services,
process designs, project management and
operational support.

Stand C2-200K

HOFOR
City: Copenhagen
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.hofor.dk
HOFOR is owned by eight municipalities
in the Copenhagen metropolitan area.
We supply drinking water, and transport
wastewater to Biofos’ wastewater treatment
plants. HOFOR serves close to 1 million
citizens. The connection rate to the
centralized water supply and wastewater
systems are 100%. We are also providing
district heating, town gas, district cooling,
and wind and solar power. HOFOR therefore
is a key player in both Climate Change
Adaptation and Mitigation, and in fulfilling
Copenhagen Municipality’s ambition to be
CO2-neutral by 2025. We maintain a leakage
rate below 7% and the power consumption is
0.29 kWh/m3 water sold and 0.05 kWh/m3
wastewater handled.

Stand C2-302

HYDROKO
City: Kapelle-op-den-Bos
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.hydroko.com
HydroKonekt by Hydroko helps drinking
water companies and end-users to optimally
measure, control, manage and predict their
water consumption levels. It is a modular
drinking water metering and management
ecosystem that consists of two components:
a hardware device and a data platform that
delivers ready-to-use actionable insights. A
must-see.
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I
Stand C2-315

IDRICA
City: Valencia
Country: Spain
Web address: www.idrica.com
Idrica: Smart Water for a Better World
Idrica is the leading international company
specializing in water cycle management. Our
unique value proposition is based on the
efficiency and quality of our services and
the GoAigua smart solution for the digital
transformation of the sector.
Building on the success of digital
transformation at Global Omnium, one
of the most innovative water utilities in
Europe, we are driving efficient change in
organizations.

Stand C2-380

IHE DELFT INSTITUTE FOR WATER
EDUCATION
City: Delft
Country: The Netherlands
Web address: www.un-ihe.org
IHE Delft Institute for Water Education is
the largest international graduate water
education facility in the world and is based
in Delft, the Netherlands. The Institute
confers fully accredited MSc degrees, and
PhD degrees in collaboration with partner
universities. Since 1957 the Institute has
provided water education and training to
more than 23,000 professionals from over
190 countries. Also, numerous research
and institutional strengthening projects are
carried out in partnership to strengthen
capacity in the water sector worldwide.
Through our overarching work on capacity
development, IHE Delft aims to make
a tangible contribution to achieving all
UNSDGs in which water is key.

Stand C2-397

IDROTHERM 2000 SPA
City: Castelnuovo di Garfgnana (LU)
Country: Italy
Web address: www.idrotherm2000.com
With over 40 years of technical expertise
in extrusion Idrotherm 2000 is a renowned
leader in the production of thermoplastic
pipes for innovative solutions in many
applications. The company’s products are
used for water supply, fuel gas distribution,
industrial fluids, telecommunications,
irrigation, geothermal, district heating and
sewerage systems.
Idrotherm 2000’s products range is designed
for the supply, distribution or disposal
of both liquid and gas fluids. The plastic
piping systems produced at Idrotherm
2000’s factories are made of polyethylene,
polypropylene or special polymers. Our
facilities can produce piping in diameters
ranging from 8 to 1200 mm with mono or
multi-layer structures.

Stand C2-302

Stand C2-254

IMPULSERADAR SWEDEN AB
City: Umea
Country: Sweden
Web address: impulseradargpr.com
ImpulseRadar is a Swedish company
specialising in developing, manufacturing,
and supplying high-quality Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) solutions. Our
modern GPR-based subsurface imaging
technology provides mapping and geospatial
solutions for underground infrastructure,
cultural resources, and transportation
infrastructure.
Founded in May 2015 by a group
of experienced GPR professionals,
ImpulseRadar is world renowned for its
incredibly modern and advanced GPR
instruments and related software. As the
only GPR manufacturer that offers an entire
360 solution and product line that utilises
the latest real-time sampling technology.

Stand C2-218

IFLUX
City: Niel
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.ifluxsampling.com

INFOTILES
City: Stavanger
Country: Norway
Web address: www.infotiles.no

Our groundwater is under pressure. That
is why iFLUX developed groundwater
monitoring solutions to give insights in
water quality and its dynamics. Based on
real-time IoT sensor networks and integrated
data systems they offer monitoring services
for site remediation, smart agriculture,
effective restoration and water industry &
infrastructure.

InfoTiles provides real-time analytics
solutions for Digital Water that span the
water value chain, from supply through
consumption to wastewater treatment and
surveillance of natural waterways. InfoTiles
unlocks data-driven planning, operations and
maintenance in Water Management.
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InfoTiles Digital Water Solutions offers
water insights–catered to the right end
user through a team of hydrologists, data
scientists, data analysts, visualization
specialists and management consultants.

Stand C2-375

INNOVA SRL
City: Rome
Country: Italy
Web address: www.innova-eu.net
INNOVA Srl is a business consulting company
founded in 1993, supporting innovative
enterprises in leveraging funds, develop
their market strategy, finding partners,
and valorising R&D results. INNOVA
provides seed capital, incubation and
internationalization services to start-ups and
innovative SMEs. Since 2015, INNOVA is a
Certified Incubator (Incubatore Certificato).
Through its European Projects Unit INNOVA
participates to international research
projects covering activities of project
management, communication, dissemination
and exploitation, business modelling, IPR
exploitation and technical development.
At IWA WWCE2022 INNOVA represents
the European Project PANIWATER (www.
paniwater.eu), developing novel solutions for
wastewater and drinking water treatment.
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INNOVATION NORWAY
City: Oslo
Country: Norway
Web address: www.innovasjonnorge.no
Innovation Norway is the Norwegian
Government's most important instrument
for innovation and development of
Norwegian enterprises and industry.
We support companies in developing their
competitive advantage and to enhance
innovation. We contribute to sustainable
growth and exports for Norwegian
businesses through capital and expertise.
Innovation Norway is the organizer of
Norway national pavilion.
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INSATECH A/S
City: Praestoe
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.insatech.com
Since 1989, Insatech has provided
instrumentation, calibration, and services
to the Danish and Nordic industry. We also
develop, produce and deliver our own
solutions globally to marine, water, and
parmaceutical companies.
At IWA we are showcasing RemUVe that
removes pesticides and chlorinated solvents
by breaking them down into non-harmful
substances. This is done through an
Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP), based on
strong UV light combined with an extremely
accurate dosage of hydrogen peroxide. The
UV light causes the substances to oxidize,
and the hydrogen peroxide accelerates this
process, so they break down into smaller,
non-harmful molecules.
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INTELECY
City: Oslo
Country: Norway
Web address: www.intelecy.com
Intelecy is a no-code AI platform built for
industrial data and made for industrial
citizens.
By transforming cutting-edge AI technology
into user-friendly operational no-code AI
tools, now engineers and operators can
create and use sophisticated AI algorithms
without prior knowledge of coding or data
science. By using Intelecy, today a wide
range of industry companies improve
resource utilization, prevent unplanned
downtime, increase capacity and minimize
their environmental impact. Take your
digitalization to the next level of actual value
creation with Intelecy no-code AI.
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INTOTO
City: Stavanger
Country: Norway
Web address: intoto.io
Intoto is a Norwegian tech company and
digital platform making river data meaningful
as today’s weather services.
Intoto`s platform is built at core for
scalability and flexibility, capable of handling
most scenarios within water data, from
collecting to serving - in best and smartest
way possible.
Intoto Studio and cloud user application sets
a new standard for usability of water data.
Intoto unites data needs, simplifies.
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INVENTICSDX GMBH
City: Berlin
Country: Germany
Web address: inventicsDx.com
inventicsDx provides a microfluidic test
and a cloud platform for digital analyses,
which can be used to test drinking water for
Legionella independently of the laboratory
environment.

• Sustainable environment
• Sustainable society
• Sustainable transition
IVL:s international operations
We are involved in comprehensive
international activities concentrated mainly
on China and India. Europe is regarded as the
company’s domestic market.

J
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ITINERIS
City: Ghent
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.itineris.net
Itineris is committed to helping you adapt to
the fast-changing needs in the water utility
industry. We offer a future-ready, agile, and
flexible CIS that blends your operational
efficiencies with industry best practices.
Itineris’ UMAX is a leading utility-centric
billing and CIS solution, developed on the
Microsoft Dynamics 365 platform and
delivered as a service in the Azure Cloud.
It provides workflow automation and
solutioning intelligence to ensure advanced
customer engagement and streamlined
business processes.
We enable and empower utilities through
technology, innovation and a deep
understanding of the utility sector. We are
here to help.

Stand C2-256

IVL SWEDISH ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
City: Stockholm
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.ivl.se
About us
IVL is an independent research institute
with Sweden’s broadest environmental
profile. We combine applied research and
development with a close collaboration
between the business and public sectors.
Our focus areas
IVL works actively across the entire area of
sustainability. In addition to its traditional
expertise in the environmental field, the
company employs behavioral scientists,
economists, and social scientists. Our main
areas are:

JAPAN INSTITUTE OF WASTEWATER
ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.jiwet.or.jp
The Japan Institute of Wastewater
Engineering and Technology (JIWET) is a
public interest incorporated foundation
established in September, 1992.
Since its establishment, while accumulating
knowledge and experience from the
academic world, private sector and public
sector, JIWET has carried out investigation,
research, development and evaluation
activities to solve numerous issues
concerning sewerage services and striven to
disseminate the results of those activities in
society.
Many of our achievements thus made have
been utilized nationwide and increased the
public interest.
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JAPAN WATER FORUM
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.waterforum.jp/en/
Japan Water Forum (JWF) serves as a contact
point for exchange and cooperation among
water stakeholders in Japan and abroad.
Towards a world where everyone enjoys the
lasting benefits and values of safe water, JWF
works at both policy and grassroots level,
disseminates Japan's accumulated waterrelated knowhow and technologies, and
engages in capacity building and awarenessraising activities.
The stand will present Japan’s experience
and technologies on water resources
management and other efforts including
water resources analysis and risk
assessment, and rehabilitation/upgrade of
existing water facilities that can contribute
to water sector’s quality infrastructure
development.
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JAPAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.jwwa.or.jp/english/index.
html
Japan Water Works Association (JWWA), a
Public Interest Incorporated Association,
was established on May 12th, 1932 with
the aim of diffusion of water supply systems
and developing water supply technologies
in Japan.
JWWA's main activities includes research
and study of water supply management,
technologies and water quality.
JWWA also provides various service such as
inspection and certification of water related
products and support water utilities, etc.
Those activities to improve the level of
water supply systems are quite essential
for people's daily life as well as social and
economic activities in Japan.

K
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KAMSTRUP
City: Skanderborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.kamstrup.com/en-en
Kamstrup is a leading supplier of intelligent
metering solutions and services. We help
utilities all over the world optimise their
production and distribution of clean water
and energy, reducing waste and facilitating
the sustainable management of water and
energy buildings. For 75 years, we have
dedicated ourselves to delivering actionable
insights to the water and energy industry,
believing that better data enables better
decisions. Our solutions are sold in more
than 90 countries. We are headquartered in
Denmark with production facilities there and
in Georgia, USA.
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KRÜGER A/S
City: Copenhagen
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.kruger.dk

Kemira is a global leader in sustainable
chemical solutions for water intensive
industries. With over 100 years of history
and chemistry expertise, our products help
our customers to improve their product
quality, process and resource efficiency. Our
focus is on pulp & paper, water treatment
and energy industry.
Sustainability is an integral part of our
strategy and how we create value for our
customers. We also expect our partners
to commit to sustainable operations. We
want to use our chemistry expertise to find
solutions and contribute to a sustainable and
prosperous society.

Krüger is based in Denmark and owned by
Veolia, the world’s largest environmental
group. We offer more than +100 years of
experience, acting as consultant, contractor
and as well as supplier of technologies,
services and solutions.
For many years, we have implemented
an independent development program,
resulting in cutting-edge solutions for
the benefit of water and wastewater
management across the globe.
Examples of our recent innovation:
● Water to energy
● Greenhouse gas reduction
● Flood control and reduction of CSOs
● Removal of micropollutants from drinking
water and wastewater
● Optimization of treatment plants through
online control
Krüger is certified in the UN SDG’s by Bureau
Veritas.
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KEYPRO OY
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.keypro.fi
We are a Finnish software and services
company specializing in NIS/GIS solutions.
With KeyAqua we help water utilities to
manage their network assets. We focus
on data management, task management,
network condition management, data
transfer with 3rd parties and we provide
Smart Water tools for leak water analysis
and renovation planning.
We serve more than 300 customers and
internationally our partner network covers
more than 10 countries.
We are also certified for ISO 9001 quality and
ISO 27001 information security throughout
the company.
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KÄPPALA ASSOCIATION
City: Lidingö
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.kappala.se
The Käppala Association treats wastewater
from over half a million people in eleven
municipalities located north and east of
Stockholm. Our treatment plant, the Käppala
wastewater treatment plant, is Sweden’s
third largest, and employs a very effective
treatment process. The plant is also a
resource recovery facility and produces clean
water, sludge to farmland and gas to buses.
The Käppala Association is investing for the
future to increase the treatment capacity but
with reduced emissions to our archipelago to
continue to improve the water quality in the
Baltic Sea. www.kappala.se
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KEMIRA
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.kemira.com

KOREA WATER CLUSTER
City: Daegu
Country: Republic of Korea
Web address: www.koreawatercluster.or.kr
Korea Water Cluster is a governmental
facility under the Ministry of Environment
and it is operated by Korea Environment
Corporation(K-eco). This facility is creating
technology development, demonstration,
and product manufacturing infrastructure
to help nurture the water industry into
a growth engine by supporting the R&D,
technology verification, and international
market entry of corporations. Korea
Water Cluster creates a frontline base to
help Korean corporations become global
enterprises.
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KUBOTA CORPORATION
City: Osaka
Country: Japan
Web address: www.kubota.com
In 1893, Kubota developed the nation’s
first cast iron pipes to help citizens obtain
hygienic water to avoid an epidemic. Since
then, over 130 years, Kubota has provided
a wide range of water-related products and
technical solutions for water infrastructure
construction and upgrades. Kubota makes
efforts to help improving systems that
supply, recycle, and treat water, and
also contributing to protect the earth’s
limited water resources, and to supply
and regenerate it for more users, being;
An “Essentials Innovator for Supporting
Life,” as Kubota’s ideal role, committed to a
prosperous society and cycle of nature.
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KUOPIO WATER CLUSTER
City: Kuopio
Country: Finland
Web address: kuopiowatercluster.com

L
Stand C2-200H

Kuopio Water Cluster (KWC) offers services
for members boosting innovation, promoting
internationalisation and accelerating SMEs
growth.

LANDIA A/S
City: Lem St.
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.landia.dk

In addition to the founding members,
the cluster includes a growing number of
company members connecting innovative
start-ups, SMEs, technology providers and
associations acting in the water sector.
The cluster offers a one-stop solution for
rapid product development, testing and
commercialisation services for companies
operating in the water technology sector.

Landia began its pump production 90
years ago, but in an age where energy
consumption and total cost of ownership has
never been more crucial, Landia’s drive and
enthusiasm to provide its customers with
sustainable, long-lasting solutions is stronger
than ever.
Landia is part of pilot-scale project where
excess electricity from wind and solar power,
and CO2 from biogas, is aiming to produce
biomethane. The pilot-scale is an important
step in the Power-to-X technology that may
give exports of Danish technology a green
future.
You will find Landia equipment in wastewater
treatment plants around the globe.

KWC provides access to specialised
laboratories, experts, and assisting personnel
from all partnering organisations. KWC
provides water sector expertise, but also
connects with other sectors to boost crosssectoral cooperation, internationalisation
and increased resilience of the business in
the EU.
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LEAKMAN
City: Allerød
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.leakman.net
LEAKman is a commercial partnership
initiated to demonstrate solutions for
limiting drinking water loss and pave the
way for new technology. The partnership
consists of nine Danish partners representing
technology providers, consultants, water
utilities and the Technical University of
Denmark. For decades, each of the LEAKman
partners has delivered solutions and ideas
within their specific field of expertise. The
unique thing about LEAKman is that we
work as one. We offer water suppliers one
integrated leakage management solution to
reduce water losses and bring down NonRevenue Water levels.

M
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KWR WATER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
City: Nieuwegein
Country: The Netherlands
Web address: www.kwrwater.nl
“Bridging science to practice” is the motto
of KWR Water research Institute. Our
researchers work at the interface of science,
business and society. Their strength lies in
the ability to translate scientific knowledge
into practical and implementable solutions
for end-users in the Dutch, European and
global water sectors.
KWR has developed a solid reputation
as a top-level innovation accelerator
and international network builder. Our
shareholders are the ten Dutch water
companies and the Belgian De Watergroep.
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LE34
City: Ballerup
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.le34.dk/da/
LE34 is a local, national and global presence:
on land, at sea and in the air. This means
we have an in-depth understanding of
local conditions and their relation to global
circumstances. It makes us reliable and
agile. And it ensures that we’re always close
to our clients, regardless of project size or
geographical location.
In LE34 we have a digital twin; IT34. IT34
is built on a vision of creating connections.
Between data, users and solutions. Because
if it connects with the users, it connects with
businesses. And IT makes it possible. From
IT34 we are presenting several digital App’s
– all of them with the focus of making the
complex simple.

METAWATER CO., LTD.
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.metawater.co.jp/eng/
METAWATER Co., Ltd. is a total water
solution and service provider. We have been
engaged in the installation and service works
of mechanical and electrical equipment in
drinking water, wastewater, and environment
protection business market in and outside
Japan. Our aim is to provide any clients
with the best solution in order to create an
achievable water & resource circulation. The
wide range of service of METAWATER such
as EPC works, O&M services, privatization
business, and integrated management
services, is contributing to realize more
sustainable social infrastructures. We will
further accelerate privatization business in
Japan and international business.
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Mistra

InfraMaint
Stand C2-200H

MIDAS – AALBORG UNIVERSITY
City: Aalborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.midasfieldguide.org
The MiDAS (Microbial Database for Activated
Sludge and Anaerobic Digesters) field guide
aims to summarize all knowledge about
physiology and ecology of the important
microorganisms in engineered ecosystems of
activated sludge plants, anaerobic digesters,
and related wastewater treatment systems.
Many years of collaboration with Danish
wastewater treatment plants and our global
MiDAS campaign have allowed us to develop
the ecosystem-specific MiDAS taxonomy
and reference database. This is now used
by WWTPs worldwide to study important
functional groups and their yearly dynamics.
It also forms the necessary background for
DNA-based “online” monitoring for informed
WWTP surveillance, operation and trouble
shooting.
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MIDDELFART KOMMUNE
City: Middelfart
Country: Denmark
Web address: middelfart.dk
“The Climate City” project, Denmark’s largescale climate adaptation project in the town
of Middelfart uses urban development by
climate adaptation. We have disconnected
rainwater from roads in an area of 45
ha. Instead we direct the rainwater to
raingardens for infiltration and on the
surface to the sea.
The climate adaptation solutions manage
the expected heavy rains of the future and
are related to the various different areas,
making rainwater a visible urban element.
By integrating climate adaptation with urban
development, we are making a liveable city,
that is not only greener, healthier and more
fun, but also climate resilient.
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NANONORD A/S
City: Aalborg Oest
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.nanonord.com

Mistra InfraMaint is a research programme
focusing on smart maintenance. Our vision is
a sustainable infrastructure that is safe and
available around the clock.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance technology for
water and waste water analysis
NanoNord A/S is a Danish, privately owned
company with unique and strong bonds to
the world of science and university research.
We specialize in the development of realtime, online water and waste water analysis
systems for an array of industries.

MISTRA INFRAMAINT
Country: Sweden
Web address: mistrainframaint.se
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MUELLER
City: ATLANTA
Country: USA
Web address: www.muellerwaterproducts.
com
Mueller Water Products, (NYSE:MWA) is
a leading manufacturer of products and
services used in the distribution of Water.
Our broad product and Service portfolio
includes Gate, Check, and Butterfly Valves;
Fire Hydrants; Control Valves; Service
Connections; Repair Couplings and Clamps,
Leak Detection; Pipe Condition Assessment
and Smart Water Systems. We help Water
Utilities increase operational efficiencies,
improve Customer Service, and prioritise
capital spending, demonstrating why Mueller
Water Products is ‘Where Intelligence Meets
Infrastructure®’. For more information
about Mueller Water Products, visit www.
muellerwaterproducts.com
MWP brands include Mueller®, Singer®,
Echologics®, i2O, Pratt®,
Hydro Gate®, Hydro-Guard®, Jones®,
Krausz®, Milliken®, Pratt Industrial®
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NATIONAL WATER AND SEWERAGE
CORPORATION
City: Kampala
Country: Uganda
Web address: www.nwsc.co.ug

N

National Water and Sewerage Corporation
(NWSC) is a Public Corporation wholly
owned by the Government of Uganda. The
corporation is the largest urban water utility
in Uganda, providing water and sewerage
services in 262 towns. The principal business
of the Corporation is to operate and provide
water and sewerage services in areas
entrusted to it by the Government, on a
commercial and financially viable basis.
Our Vision: The leading customer service
oriented utility in the world
Our Mission: To sustainably and equitably
provide cost effective, quality water and
sewerage services while conserving the
environment and enhancing stakeholder
trust.
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NAIADES
City: Brussels
Country: Belgium
Web address: naiades-project.eu

NCC INDUSTRY A/S
City: Søborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.ncc.dk/

NAIADES supports the modernization
and digitization of the water sector by
providing a holistic solution for the control
and management of water ecosystems,
covering four application domains: Water
consumption & efficiency, Confidence
of water consumers, Safety & reliability
and Personalized persuasive feedback
and services. The operational properties
of the technologies and overall solution
have been validated and evaluated against
performance, effectiveness, acceptability &
usability indicators and cost in Switzerland,
Spain and Romania involving water utilities
and municipalities.

NCC Drain Ways
NCC Drain Ways permeable paving solutions
offer rainwater management in the city that
reduce the risk of flooding.
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NICKEL INSTITUTE
City: Toronto
Country: Canada
Web address: www.nickelinstitute.org
The Nickel Institute is the global association
of leading primary nickel producers.
Our mission is to promote and support
the proper use of nickel in appropriate
applications.
The NI grows and supports markets – such as
water industry infrastructure - for new and
existing nickel applications including stainless
steel, and promotes sound science, risk
management, and socio-economic benefit as
the basis for public policy and regulation.
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NIRAS A/S
City: Allerød
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.niras.dk
NIRAS is an international, multidisciplinary
consultancy company with more than 2,400
employees located in 53 offices across
of Europe, Africa, Asia, North and South
America. We work within multiple areas
from processing plants and construction
over energy, water, environment, and
infrastructure to third world aid and urban
planning. Our trademark is the cross-cutting
approach – we always strive to achieve the
optimal solutions across disciplines with a
focus on sustainability and digitalization.
We have profound knowledge of the entire
water cycle and we believe water to be
one of the world’s biggest challenges and
the anchor of any sustainable society.
Consequently, we take pride in delivering
integrated and cross-cutting water
management solutions.

Stand C2-200H

energy neutral.
Visit us and get an insight into what we
have achieved within wastewater treatment
plants in Denmark and worldwide – let us
take a closer look at what we can do for your
future operations.
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NIVUS GMBH
City: Eppingen
Country: Germany
Web address: www.nivus.com
NIVUS GmbH is a leading international
supplier of innovative measurement
systems and software solutions for process
engineering. With more than 50 years of
experience in the water industry sector, we
develop and produce metering systems for
level measurement and flow measurement
as well as application-oriented measurement
systems. Providing a consistent automation
software and cloud platform up to a process
control system we offer bespoke IoT
solutions and help our customers to analyse
and to optimise processes and plants.
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NOKIA
City: Espoo
Country: Finland
Web address: www.nokia.com/networks/
industries/water-utilities/
At Nokia, we create technology that helps
the world act together.
Within the utility sector, Nokia has
been working with 200+ power utilities
throughout the world for decades to help
them build communication networks to
monitor, control and protect their assets.
This recently led to work with water utilities
to provide standards-based low power wide
area communications (LTE NB-IoT) and
flexible, open IoT management platforms to
empower digitalization and transformation
to flexible and resilient smart water systems.
For water treatment plants, Nokia provides
industrial-grade private broadband wireless
networks that enhance automation, and
worker productivity and safety.
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NORDIC PAVILION
City: Various
Country: Nordic area
Web address: HYPERLINK "http://
nordicwwce2022.com/"nordicwwce2022.
com
The Nordic Pavilion at IWA WWCE 2022
presents outstanding Nordic smart and
sustainable solutions for the global water
sector. The pavilion is a meeting point and
a knowledge hub to foster dialogue and
to share best practices of Nordic water
solutions spanning from leading edge
digital solutions, climate change adaptation
that improves liveability of cities, energy
and resource recovery from wastewater
treatment which contributes to the circular
economy, energy and resource efficiency
in water management, and innovative
collaborations. Together with Young Water
Professionals from the Nordics, Svenskt
Vatten, Norsk Vann, Finnish Water Forum
and Samorka, the Nordic Pavilion presents
Solutions for Sustainable Water Future.
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NORDISK WAVIN A/S
City: Hammel
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.wavin.com/da-dk
At Wavin, we focus on creating positive
change in the world. We are passionate
about building livable and loveable
environments and promote sustainable
solutions for the building and infrastructure
industries. We engage and collaborate with
city leaders, engineers, planners, contractors,
and installers to help make cities climateresilient and buildings comfortable and
safe. We provide solutions for Storm Water
Management, Sewer Systems, Drinking
Water Transport, Hot & Cold systems, Soil
& Waste pipes and Indoor Climate solutions
such as underfloor or district heating.
Wavin is part of Orbia, a community of
companies bound together by a shared
purpose: to advance life around the world.
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NISSEN ENERGY A/S
City: Skanderborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.nissenenergy.com

NORSK WAVIN AS
City: Oslo
Country: Norway
Web address: www.wavin.no

Visit us & let’s talk about your path to a
climate- and energy-neutral wastewater
treatment plant.
NISSEN energy is one of the leading suppliers
to the Danish energy market. We design,
produce, and maintain new and well-known
technologies within electricity, heat, and bio
methane production.
We help you reach your climate goals and
becoming an energy-producing wastewater
treatment plant - perhaps even climate and

Norsk Wavin is part of the global Wavin
group, which is a leading supplier of plastic
pipe systems in the water and plumbing
sector.
We provide efficient solutions for basic
needs in daily life: safe distribution of
drinking water, sustainable management of
rainwater and wastewater, energy-efficient
heating and cooling of buildings. With a
strong local presence and commitment to
innovation, digital solutions and technical
expertise, customers are supported
throughout the entire project lifetime.
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NOURYON
City: Amsterdam
Country: Netherlands
Web address: Nouryon.com
Nouryon is a global, specialty chemicals
leader with approximately 7,650 employees
worldwide. We forge and foster long- term
customer partnerships and operate in more
than 80 countries around the world.
We help to provide essential solutions that
our customers use to manufacture everyday
products such as personal care, cleaning,
paints and coatings, agriculture and food,
pharmaceuticals, and building products.
We also manufacture and supply essential
ingredients and sustainable solutions
for various challenges related to water
treatment for municipalities and industries.

O
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PANIWATER
City: Various
Country: International European Project
Web address: www.paniwater.eu

POLIECO M.P.B. SRL
City: Cazzago San Martino (BS)
Country: Italy
Web address: www.polieco.com

PANIWATER is developing six technologies
for water treatment suitable for the removal
of Contaminants of Emerging Concern
(e.g. antibiotics, pharmaceuticals, genetic
material carrying resistances). The overall
goal is to increase the availability of safe
drinking water to the minimum level
recommended by the WHO (at least 7.5
L/person/day) in the target communities
in India, and to obtain total wastewater
treatment capacity of of at least 10000L /
day, producing irrigation-grade water. The
technologies are being tested in periurban and rural areas of India with local
communities participating to co-design and
capacity building.

Industrie Polieco - M.P.B. srl, Polieco Group’s
headquarters, manufactures and designs
since 1992 high density polyethylene
co-extruded corrugated pipe systems for
electric/phone networks and for no pressure
sewer systems, and polyethylene manholes
made by injection and rotational moulding
technique.
In 2012 began producing KIO, a manhole
cover in composite material, which
immediately gained an amazing interest and
success in the world market. Today Polieco
Group is based in 4 countries (Italy, France,
Greece and Slovakia) with 6 production
plants and almost 400 employees. It is one
of the leaders for corrugated piping systems
in high polyethylene density production in
Europe.
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PALADERI SRL
City: Napoli
Country: Italy
Web address: www.paladeri.it
PALADERI is an Italian-Israeli multinational,
founded in 2008 and engaged through
a continuous process of research and
development in the production of PALADEX
technology. It is developed in Japan in
the 1990s and it allows to manufacture
big size pipes featuring an extremely high
mechanical strength and low weight. As
a result, transport and laying are much
easier. The innovative design of PALADEX
pipes combines the typical properties of
polyethylene - resistance to abrasion, light
weight, minimum frictional resistance,
resistance to chemical agents, versatility and
ease of installation - with the properties of
steel, having an elastic modulus 200 times
higher than the polyethylene.
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PER AARSLEFF A/S
City: Viby J
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.aarsleff.com

PRIESS A/S
City: Vinderup
Country: Denmark
Web address: priess-web.com

Infrastructure and construction for the
modern societies
Aarsleff is a leading Danish contracting
company. Our expertise is to devise, plan
and implement large-scale projects within
infrastructure, climate change adaptation,
the environment, energy and construction
– from design to handing-over. Our point of
departure is a strong position in Denmark
and the Baltic Sea region, and we solve
projects in most parts of the world.
Aarsleff finds it very important to combine
the many contracting disciplines of the
Group in turnkey projects – for example by
entering into framework and partnering
agreements. In this way, we are using the
synergy potentials between the different
qualifications.

Priess A/S. You have the project - we have
the solution.
We are a 100-year-old company. We have
been constantly evolving for those 100 years.
Our goal is to create future-proof solutions
that support the green transition.
Our company is a competence centre for
technical cabins and cabinets in all sizes and
we are happy to put our knowledge and
experience at your disposal.
We deliver technical cabins, stations and
plug and play solutions to our customers
every day. All with the customer having
been involved from the starting phase to the
completed solution.

THE NATIONAL WATER AND SEWERAGE CORPORATION
EXTERNAL SERVICES
‘’Opening the Doors to performance
improvement through Sharing Best Practices’’

‘’Our Vision’’
is to be the provider of
world-class high-impact
innovative business
solutions.

The NWSC External Services focuses on sharing
knowledge and expertise with sister institutions
as well as creation of synergies within utility
providers that result in improved service delivery
and sustainable utility operations in the long
term.

Services provided include:
-

Advisory services in utility Management,
Performance planning and Management
Technical Assistance in:Water Quality Testing/Monitoring
GIS Surveying and Mapping
ICT Service
Billing and Customer Care Management
Water Utility Capacity development
including tailor-made training programs,
Benchmarking, staff Attachments, and
on-the-job training
- Conferencing and Training facilities
including Vocational Training, International
Resource Centre and the Western Resource
center in Western Uganda.

‘’Our mission’’ is to
provide professional,
innovative, and
customer-focused
performance
enhancement
solutions in an
efficient and
cost-effective

manner.

The National Water and Sewerage Corporation - External Services
Plot M11, Old PortBell Road, Bugolobi P.O.Box 7053, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256 414 315799 | 414 315111 | 414 315715
Email:external.services@nwsc.co.ug, irec@nwsc.co.ug
Website:www.nwsc.co.ug

Q
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PUMPEMODUL AS
City: Farsund
Country: Norway
Web address: www.pumpemodul.no
Pumpemodul AS develops and sells
innovative and sustainable solutions for
wastewater transport. The company is
located Farsund in Norway.
Main product is a compact, robust and
elegant municipal wastewater lift station.
The station lies underground when in use.
It can be raised above ground level for
maintenance.
Benefits:
• Better health and safety for operators
• Low maintenance costs
• Nearly invisible, no odour, no noise.
The innovative, practice-based design was
made by an operator looking for a way to
make his work safer and easier. The design
has been thoroughly tested and several
stations have been installed in Norway since
2021.

Stand C2-238
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RAMBOLL
City: Copenhagen
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.ramboll.com
Ramboll is a global architecture, engineering
and consultancy company founded in
Denmark in 1945. Our 16,500 experts create
sustainable solutions across Buildings,
Transport, Energy, Environment & Health,
Water, Management Consulting and
Architecture & Landscape. Across the world,
Ramboll combines local experience with a
global knowledge base to create sustainable
cities and societies. We combine insights
with the power to drive positive change for
our clients, in the form of ideas that can be
realised and implemented. We call it: Bright
ideas. Sustainable change.

RESISTOMAP
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.resistomap.com
Resistomap provides laboratory and
analysis services to monitor emerging
micropollutants of antibiotic resistance
from environmental samples. Resistomap
combines molecular genetics and data
science with high-throughput real-time
PCR (qPCR) technology for fast and
comprehensive monitoring of antibiotic
resistance and pathogens in any
environment including rivers and lakes,
sediment, seawater, wastewater, and
sludge samples. As of 2019, Resistomap
has served over 170 projects and analyzed
over 5000 environmental samples across
38 countries. From our headquarters in
Helsinki, Resistomap's mission is to map
environmental resistomes across the
globe for understanding the development
and spread of antibiotic resistance and
pathogens in the environment.
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REZATEC
City: Didcot
Country: Oxfordshire
Web address: www.rezatec.com

RQMICRO AG
City: Schlieren
Country: Switzerland
Web address: www.rqmicro.com

SCALGO
City: Aarhus
Country: Denmark
Web address: scalgo.com

Rezatec’s Geospatial AI platform enables
you to manage ground-based assets, such
as dams and water networks, remotely,
cost-effectively and at scale. The UK-based
company’s solutions combine satellite
imagery with advanced AI algorithms to
identify physical and environmental threats
to your inventory across vast geographical
areas. This enables you to be proactive with
repairs, keep communities safer and direct
your resources to the right place at the right
time. Learn how you can use Geospatial AI
to access new insights into the condition of
your assets and maximize value by visiting
Rezatec at this year's IWA World Water
Congress and Exhibition.

Quantitative and rapid microbiological data
are the missing element for effective water
management and monitoring. Therefore,
we established a new method, based on
single-cell counts, to quantify total bacteria
or pathogens (Legionella and E. Coli) within
0.5-3 hours on-site. With the rqmicro.
COUNT, users from various industries can
monitor their water quality, optimize water
treatment, avoid potential production
interruptions and ensure water safety.
Visit us at booth C2-400 and bring a water
sample, we will determine the concentration
of total viable bacteria in your water.

SCALGO Live empowers users to include
surface water management in planning
and design and mitigate flooding, create
recreational solutions, increase biodiversity,
and provide sustainable infrastructure. By
harnessing the power of global geographical
digitization and using the latest advances
in big data processing technology we, at
SCALGO, help local authorities, engineers,
and architects:
• Explore terrain data and surface water:
Quickly move from analysing problems to
finding feasible solutions
• Experiment with landscape-based surface
water measures: Easily test various ideas it’s like working in a digital sandbox.
• Create blue-green environments: Let's
reduce flooding, increase biodiversity and
create liveable cities!

Stand C2-256
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RISE – RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF SWEDEN
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.ri.se
RISE, Research Institutes of Sweden, is an
independent, state-owned research institute.
As an innovation partner for every part
of society, we help develop technologies,
products, services and processes that
contribute to a sustainable world and a
competitive business community. We do
this in collaboration with and on behalf of
companies, academia and the public sector.
We also have a special focus on supporting
small and medium-sized enterprises in their
innovation processes. Within the area of
urban water management, RISE offer needsdriven research, development, testing,
calibration, certification, lifelong learning
and change leadership.
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S::CAN GMBH
City: Vienna
Country: Austria
Web address: www.s-can.at
s::can GmbH was founded in 1999 and was
acquired by Badger Meter in 2020. s::can
is the only company in the world that has
given its heart and soul to online water
quality measurement. Our products measure
a wide range of parameters in different
applications in the areas of drinking water,
waste water, environmental monitoring
and industrial applications. All products
are developed with the same philosophy
in mind: s::can measuring instruments are
precise, intelligent, robust, and require
little or no maintenance. With sales offices
in 6 countries and sales partners around
the world, s::can measuring systems are
available in 50 countries.

Stand C2-360

SCOTTISH WATER
Country: Scotland
Web address: www.scottishwater.co.uk
We deliver vital water and waste water
services which are essential to the daily lives
of over 2.6 million households and more
than 150,000 business premises to support a
flourishing Scotland.
As one of the UK’s top performing water
companies, our focus is on delivering an
excellent service to our customers and
communities, providing great value for
money, and reducing our effect on the
environment, going beyond net zero
emissions.
We continue to invest to deliver further
improvements to drinking water quality,
protect the environment and contribute to
the Scottish economy.

Stand C2-200K

SILHORKO-EUROWATER A/S
City: Skanderborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.eurowater.com
SILHORKO-EUROWATER manufactures
reliable water treatment plants. Thanks to
many years of experience (since 1936), a
broad product range, and technical knowhow, we supply complete solutions to a
broad range of industries and application
areas, including boiler water, power-to-x,
process water, cooling water, rinse water
and drinking water. Internationally, we
are present in most European countries,
servicing our customers through 23 local
sales and service offices. Today, EUROWATER
is a Grundfos company and share the
purpose to pioneer solutions to the world’s
water and climate challenges and improve
quality of life for people.
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SOCIÉTÉ DE DISTRIBUTION D’EAU DE
CÔTE D’IVOIRE
City: Treichville
Country: Côte d’Ivoire
Web address: www.sodeci.ci

SkyTEM is an innovative and technologically
advanced helicopter-borne geophysical
system specifically designed to map buried
aquifers. This unique technology, capable
of mapping the top 500 metres of the Earth
in fine detail and in three dimensions, was
conceived and developed in Denmark, a
country with a reputation for environmental
care and R&D. SkyTEM has helped geological
organizations and government water
agencies on seven continents unearth a
wealth of information about their aquifers
and aided in their understanding of how
geology and mankind can affect, and be
affected by, groundwater resources. Since
its launch in 2003 SkyTEM has also been
employed globally for resource exploration
and for environmental and engineering
investigations.

The Société de Distribution d'Eau de Côte
d'Ivoire (SODECI) is a public limited company
with a capital of 4.5 billion CFA francs,
50.88% owned by the Eranove Group and
49.12% by various national shareholders
(3.25% of which is held by the Ivorian State).
It has been linked to the State for 60 years by
two leasing contracts: one for drinking water
and the other for sanitation.
Through these contracts, SODECI operates,
maintains, and renews the works belonging
to the State's heritage. Its vision is to be
the reference of excellence in the provision
of modern water and sanitation services,
to guarantee the well-being of the Ivorian
population.

SKYTEM SURVEYS APS
City: Aarhus
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.skytem.com

Stand C2-238
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SKANDERBORG FORSYNING
City: Skanderborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.skanderborgforsyning.dk
Skanderborg Utility
Skanderborg Utility supplies clean drinking
water and treats wastewater with care and
responsibility for people, society, and nature.
AquaGlobe is our water solution center
where the best holistic water solutions are
developed in collaboration with consumers
and partners through open partnerships, and
where we convey innovative solutions to the
world around us.
Through innovation and cooperation, we
will create the future of water supply based
on our special combination of challenges:
high population growth and an increase
in extreme rainfall, all in a municipality
characterized by its unique nature and
protected aquatic environment in which vast
human, environmental and political interests
are at stake.

SMARTVATTEN FOR WATER UTILITIES
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.neuroflux.fi
Smartvattens cloud service, combines,
visualizes, and analyzes wastewater
pumping station data, reducing the need for
manual work. With machine learning, the
solution detects pipe blockages and leaks
immediately, without any human input or
added hardware. Real time alarms and trend
analysis help you to optimize the operations
of your water network.

Stand C2-200H

SPILDEVANDSTEKNISK FORENING
City: Gram
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.stf.dk
Together for a sustainable future
The Danish Society for Wastewater
Technology (STF) brings the industry
together to share knowledge, further train
employees and develop new solutions for
a more sustainable, greener tomorrow.
We create offline and online platforms,
where the Danish waste water industry can
meet and discus, we publish magazines
and newsletters to share information and
knowledge, and we invest in the future.
We recognize the need to bring the next
generation on board by showing them what
the future in waste water is all about: Focus
on reusable resources, climate adaptation &
neutrality, xenobiotics and contact tracing.
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Stand C2-200L

STATE OF GREEN
City: Copenhagen
Country: Denmark
Web address: Stateofgreen.com
State of Green is a not-for-profit, publicprivate partnership from Denmark. We
facilitate relations with international
stakeholders and are your one-point entry
to all leading Danish players working to drive
the global transition to a sustainable, lowcarbon, resource-efficient society. State of
Green is founded by the Danish government,
the Confederation of Danish Industry, the
Danish Energy Association, the Danish
Agriculture & Food Council and the Danish
Wind Industry Association. H.R.H. Crown
Prince Frederik of Denmark is patron of State
of Green. State of Green is an IWA WWCE
2022 institutional partner.

Stand C2-327

SUEZ
City: Paris La Défense
Country: France
Web address: www.suez.com
SUEZ, a major player in environmental
services for over 160 years, has supported
local authorities and industries in managing
the essential services of water and waste.
SUEZ rely on the expertise and commitment
of its 40,000 employees to offer high
value-added and customized environmental
solutions to all. SUEZ’s expertise allows,
for instance, its customers to avoid the
emission of 4.2 million tons of CO2, thus
improving their carbon footprint and
their impact on climate. Thanks to its
expertise and capacity to innovate, SUEZ
has strong growth prospects to pursue its
strategic development plans in France and
internationally.

Stand C2-256

SVENSKT VATTEN
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.svensktvatten.se
Svenskt Vatten is the association for
Sweden’s most important food producers
and environmental companies - the water
and wastewater utilites. Our vision is that
Sweden shall have clean drinking water, and
healthy lakes and seas.
Since 1962, Svenskt Vatten has coordinated
the Swedish municipalities regarding
technical, economic and administrative
issues. We represent the interests of
the municipalities in negotiations with
authorities and other organisations on
regulations. We also represent the interests
of our members in other national and
international contexts.
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STJERNHOLM A/S
City: Randers
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.stjernholm.dk
Stjernholm A/S is a commercial, production,
engineering and consulting company
specializing in innovative environmental
solutions for sewage treatment plants,
farming, biogas, and the chemical/technical
industries.

SUIKEN CO., LTD.
City: Shiga
Country: Japan
Web address: www.suiken.jp/en/
As a manufacturer of joints for lifelines,
we have been developing unique products
since the establishment in 1970. We have
been sending our creative technologies
and products like SUPER FLEX flexible
expansion joints and S-GATE under pressure
valve insertion system to the world. We
will continue contributing to the safety of
lifelines.

Stand C2-256

STOCKHOLM VATTEN OCH AVFALL
City: Stockholm
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.svoa.se

Stand C2-200H

SULFILOGGER A/S
City: Aarhus
Country: Denmark
Web address: sulfilogger.com
SulfiLogger provides innovative sensor
solutions for reliable hydrogen sulphide
(H2S) monitoring anywhere in wastewater
applications.
H2S is a major challenge in the wastewater
industry where the toxic gas causes odour,
corrosion, and worker safety problems.
Although these challenges can be mitigated,
a lack of reliable data prevents cost-effective
optimizations.
The SulfiLogger sensor provides superior
insights by measuring H2S continuously and
without interruptions directly in untreated
wastewater both in sewer networks and at
wastewater treatment plants.
These insights enable proactive and datadriven H2S control strategies for superior
odour and corrosion control, cost savings,
improved worker safety, and better
environmental compliance.
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SWATAB – SCANDINAVIAN WATER
TECHNOLOGY
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.swatab.com
“SWATAB is a Malmoe based company with
the vision to help their customers to reduce
their ecological footprint by lowering their
chemical usage in cleaning and laundry.
SWATAB manufacture and sell, both inhouse
and through resellers, the patented filter
system DIRO. With this his sleek and easy to
install patented system installed between
incoming water and one or several laundry
machines, gives you the opportunity to do all
laundry detergent free. With a tap installed,
you can easily tap up your own cleaning
water in a spray bottle and start your journey
to a cleaner chemical free environment for
future generations.”

Stand C2-256

SWEDEN WATER RESEARCH
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.swedenwaterresearch.se
Sweden Water Research conducts world
leading research and development for
sustainable water services. We are the
joint research and development company
of the three municipal water and waste
water organisations NSVA, Sydvatten
and VA SYD, together serving one million
inhabitants in the South West of Sweden.
Together with our owners, we meet future
challenges related to water quality, digital
transformation and circular economy.

eXERGY
Stand C2-256

SWEDISH EXERGY
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.swedishexergy.com
Swedish Exergy design, manufacture and
deliver dehydration solutions for processing
of various applications and have the
capability to deliver large and complex
projects all over the world. We have over the
past 40+ years delivered over 100 solutions
with our technology portfolio of Dryers and
Evaporators.
Exergy Drying Technologies are ideally
suited for sustainable development by
maximizing the usable part of the energy
and minimizing losses. We enable our clients
to go further than anyone else in realizing
higher profits with the most energy efficient
and environmentally friendly innovative
dehydration processes.
Our experience and know-how with Exergy
technologies is unmatched.

Stand C2-256

THE SWEDISH RESEARCH CLUSTERS:
VA-TEKNIK SÖDRA, VA-KLUSTER
MÄLARDALEN, DRICKS AND
STORMWATER & SEWERS
Country: Sweden
Web address: va-tekniksodra.se, www.vamalardalen.se/2.1acdfdc8146d949da6d5ca0.
html, www.dricks.se, www.ltu.se/research/
subjects/VA-teknik/Dag-Nat?l=en

competence needs. The collective expertise
among the members is vast and varied, thus
the clusters have a strong voice in the water
management sector.

T
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SYSMEX EUROPE SE
City: Norderstedt
Country: Germany
Web address: www.sysmex-europe.com

TAISEI KIKO CO., LTD.
City: Osaka
Country: Japan
Web address: www.taiseikiko.com

You may know Sysmex as the number one in
haematology and urinalysis business.
Take the chance here to get to know us as
the first full solution provider of state-of-theart solutions for microbial QC of drinking-,
waste- or process water, or from any other
aquatic environment.
Don't waste time adapting half-fitting,
provisionally kits to your needs. Sysmex
offers ready-to-use solutions consisting of
hardware, reagents software and support.
Thanks to our cooperation with the Swiss
Company onCyt Microbiology AG, ultra-fast,
standardised detection of total and/or living
bacteria has never been easier, and it is fully
automated and online 24/7.

Since its foundation in 1941, TAISEI KIKO has
pioneered Japan’s water, sewage, and gas
pipeline maintenance sector, continuously
engaged on the frontier of technological
innovation in product development and
maintenance. We have developed retainer
glands and various pipe fittings with concept
of water pipeline maintenance. Our quakeresistant products have become all the more
essential for the pipeline infrastructure and
network across Japan and overseas. Unique
under pressure construction method is also
highly valued.
TAISEI KIKO is firmly committed to research
and development, and resolves to supply
necessary products for the development and
maintenance of waterworks infrastructure,
in Japan and overseas.

Stand E-200E

SYSTEMATIC A/S
City: Aarhus
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.systematic.com
Systematic A/S, established in 1985,
develops software and system solutions to
customers in both the public and private
sectors. Today, the company is the largest
privately-owned software company in
Denmark, with solutions sold to customers
in 50+ countries. More than 1 million people
worldwide now use Systematic solutions and
services. The company has approximately
1000+ employees and is headquartered in
Aarhus, Denmark, with 13 offices around the
world.
Systematic is focused on intelligent water
management, enabling the water industry
to innovate, co-operate, and reduce costs
based on data and insights and general
digitisation.
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TETI ACQUE SRL
City: Roma
Country: Italy
Web address: www.tetiacque.it
Teti Acque is a newly-established business
with forty years of experience in the
management of drinking water supplies
and water emergencies, having inherited its
knowledge from service companies since
1975.
Our company now operates in many regions
of Italy such as Lazio, Campania, Emilia
Romagna, Liguria, Umbria and Tuscany.
The company’s initial goal was Management
of Water Emergency, using tanker trucks,
mostly to meet the needs of the Public
Sector. Each service is tailormade based on
business regulations, on the client’s needs
and to the end user’s expectations, to
maintain a very high standard both in terms
of quality and quantity.

To meet future challenges, cooperation
between water utilities, industry and
researchers is crucial to increase knowledge
and technological development within the
water management sector. The four Swedish
research clusters are the connecting links
between our partners and aim to facilitate
cooperation and collaboration.
The research clusters have different focus
areas: stormwater, drinking water, and
wastewater, but a joint ambition to secure
knowledge and meet the water sector’s
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TOKYO WATER CO., LTD.
City: Tokyo
Country: Japan
Web address: www.tokyowater.co.jp
“Tokyo Water Co, Ltd.,”, a partner of Tokyo
Metropolitan Waterworks Bureau can
provide total business solutions for water
supply utilities in Japan and overseas based
on abundant experience. Our expertise
covers those areas including distribution
control management, Non-Revenue-Water
management, and customer services.
The TS Leak Checker (PIA, 2010) that
is portable and compact with a sensor
integrated is designed to enable leak
detection within 2 seconds at the minimum
and has greatly boosted the efficiency of leak
detection.
We have excellent reputation among
domestic and international water sectors.

Stand C2-238

TURUN VESIHUOLTO OY
City: Turku
Country: Finland
Web address: www.turunvesihuolto.fi
Turun Vesihuolto Oy is a reliable, customeroriented water supply and sewerage
company with a good reputation. Turun
Vesihuolto is owned by the City of Turku
and it has over 190.000 water users (about
17.000 customers).
Its core competences are water supply and
collection and conveyance of wastewater.
The services are produced cost-efficiently
and in an environmentally friendly manner.
Turun Vesihuolto has over 800 km of
pipelines and over 600 km of sewerage.
One of the company’s goals is proactive
maintenance of networks. Turun Vesihuolto
also develops customer communications and
customer services continuously.

U
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TURKU REGION WATER LTD
City: Turku
Country: Finland
Web address: www.turunseudunvesi.fi/en
Turku Region Water Ltd is an advanced water
producer with unique know-how in Managed
Aquifer Recharge (MAR), keen to share
the world-class expertise on sustainable
groundwater management. Turku Region
Water Ltd. offers project consulting in
Managed Aquifer Rechange plant designing,
functional planning and operation using
sophisticated Aquifer modelling tools. The
quality of water produced by Turku Region
Water Ltd. is excellent and the production
methods are the most sustainable in
the world according to the Unesco book
”Managing Aquifer Recharge – A Showcase
for Resilience and Sustainability” (2021).

Stand C2-238

TURUN SEUDUN PUHDISTAMO OY
City: Turku
Country: Finland
Web address: www.turunseudunpuhdistamo.
fi/in-english
Turun seudun puhdistamo Oy is a
wastewater treatment service provider
that is owned by 14 municipalities and
offers high-quality wastewater treatment
services to its owners. The company is
responsible for the operation and treatment
results of the Kakolanmäki wastewater
treatment plant, with the aim of providing
an optimal purification performance. The
plant processes the wastewater of 300,000
residents in the Turku region, in addition to
the industrial wastewater of the region.
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UV DISINFECTION SYSTEMS
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ULTRAAQUA UV DISINFECTION SYSTEMS
City: Aalborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: ultraaqua.com
ULTRAAQUA is an international manufacturer
of advanced UV water disinfection systems
for a wide range of water treatment
applications. Today, more than 10.000 UV
disinfection systems have been supplied
worldwide, to help create a more sustainable
world.
ULTRAAQUA operates through a carefully
selected partner network, with activity in
more than 120 countries.
Continuous research and innovation
activities have made it possible to maintain
the position of delivering cuttingedge solutions to clients with diverse
requirements in different applications.
The validity, experience, and trustworthiness
are proven through our wide range
of acquired certificates, patents, and
trademarks.

UNISENSE ENVIRONMENT
City: Aarhus
Country: Denmark
Web address: unisense-environment.com
Our vision is to enable seamless online
measurement of nitrous oxide emissions.
We enable wastewater treatment plants to
reduce their climate footprint by measuring
and managing nitrous oxide emissions.
With real-time, online N2O measurements
integrated into the plant's control system,
wastewater treatment operators can see the
direct effect of their actions.
The Unisense Environment N2O Wastewater
System is the world’s first sensor system for
measuring N2O directly in the treatment
processes. Wastewater treatment plants
are able to measure levels of N2O in the
processes, estimate the emission, and
implement new online control algorithms to
minimize their climate impact.

Stand C2-210

UPONOR
City: Helsinki
Country: Finland
Web address: www.uponor.com
Uponor is rethinking water for future
generations. Offering a wide variety of
sustainable water management solutions;
from safe drinking water delivery with
quality monitoring 24/7, stormwater and
sewer systems, district heating and piping
systems to transport water, air, electricity
and data for public infrastructure and
industrial applications.
We help customers in municipalities, utilities,
and commercial and industrial construction,
to work faster and smarter, building more
sustainable living environments.
Uponor employs about 3,900 professionals
in 26 countries in Europe and North
America. In 2021, Uponor's net sales
totalled approximately €1.3 billion. Uponor
Corporation is based in Finland and listed on
Nasdaq Helsinki.

Stand E200A

UTILITIES OF NORTHERN DENMARK
City: Aalborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: aalborgforsyning.dk/privat/
Utilities of Northern Denmark supply clean
water and handles wastewater from our
customers every day. It is our responsibility
to ensure that we succeed on this task now
and in the future.
We promote environmentally conscious and
sustainable behavior as a basis for green
transition.
We create holistic solutions that meet
society’s needs for renewal, security, and
safe operation.
We ensure that responsibility, competencies,
and tasks go hand in hand.
Meet us for a chat about our projects and
solutions within drinking water, sewers
and wastewater, green solutions, circular
economy, communication and much more.
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VAN WALT LTD
City: Haslemere
Country: UK
Web address: www.vanwalt.com

VEOLIA
City: Aubervilliers
Country: France
Web address: www.veolia.com/en/

Van Walt Ltd offers best-in-class equipment
for environmental and water research.
Established for 40 years we now operate
from 5 offices in 3 continents and, over
that time, we have built up considerable
experience and expertise to become one
of the leading equipment suppliers when
it comes to water level monitoring, water
quality sampling, soil moisture monitoring,
groundwater research, soil sampling and
sensor to desktop telemetry systems. Data
Collection telemetry systems that bring
together information from multiple sensor
inputs, types and parameters. We recognise
the work our customers do in protecting
our natural resources and we take pride in
supporting them.

Veolia group is the global leader in optimized
resource management. We are nearly
220,000 employees worldwide who want
the world as it could be, convinced that
we can meet the challenges of ecological
transformation. The Group designs
and provides water, waste and energy
management solutions which contribute to
ecological transformation and sustainable
development of communities and industries.
We have recent innovation and cases within:
● Water to energy
● Greenhouse gas reduction
● Flood control and reduction of CSOs
● Removal of micropollutants from drinking
water and wastewater
● Water reuse
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VA SYD
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.vasyd.se
VA SYD is one of Sweden's largest water and
waste water and waste organizations that
invests heavily in sustainable wastewater
treatment and pushes for environmentally
smart solutions in community building. In
the industry, we will be one of Europe's
most modern and efficient organizations.
Our business is open 24/7, has half a million
customers and a turnover of one billion per
year.
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VAND OG TEKNIK A/S
City: Brabrand
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.vandogteknik.dk

VIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
City: Horsens
Country: Denmark
Web address: en.via.dk

Vand og Teknik A/S are experts in the design
and delivery of technical equipment for
water supplies and technical water.
We are suppliers and offer complete
solutions for the entire project from
planning to design, delivery and process
commissioning.
We manufacture stainless steel pipes in our
own workshop. We also design and deliver
the electrical panels that are included in our
projects together with programming of PLC
and SCADA.
In our sister companies, we have experts
in the energy sector in the form of district
heating, groundwater-based energy systems,
Power to X, solar heating and cooling.

VIA University College consists of 20,000
students, 2,000 staff and 8 campuses. VIA’s
Engineering School in Horsens, Denmark,
offers a unique degree in English and Danish
in “Climate and Supply Engineering”, where
students learn to ensure clean drinking
water, protect groundwater, and develop
future energy supplies. In 2013, VIA obtained
official status as a research institution and
The Research Centre for Built Environment,
Energy, Water and Climate was formed. We
carry out applied research in national and
international settings in collaboration with
external partners through four programs:
Water Technology, Energy and Climate,
Digital Industrial Systems, and Intelligent &
Sustainable Building.

VAN REMMEN UV TECHNOLOGY
City: Wijhe
Country: Netherlands
Web address: vanremmen.com
Van Remmen UV Technology is a supplier of
Europe's most sustainable UV disinfection
and oxidation systems. A unique approach
and great passion for our profession is the
strength of our company. We look further
and think in solutions. We test and validate
our UV equipment with microorganisms
to ensure that our systems do what they
are supposed to do. Sustainability is a high
priority within our company: Van Remmen
stands for high-quality and energy-efficient
UV technology for the treatment of water
and other liquids that are better than the
standard in the market.
The technology leader for sustainable UV
technology with the best results for people,
market and society.
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VIEWPOINT WATER BIOMONITORING
City: Civrieux
Country: France
Web address: www.toxmate.fr/en/
ViewPoint has developped the only multispecies biomonitoring station to
detect micropollutants on site and in real
time in urban/industrial treatment
plants, drinking waterplant, raw water ...
ToxMate continuously videotracks the
behaviour of 3 species of aquatic
invertebrates. The collected data is instantly
processed and analysed. An alert is triggered
within 2 to 10 mn in case of
micropollution . The aquatic invertebrates
react to a wide range of toxic
substances and constitute reliable and
efficient bioindicators . The sensitivity
of ToxMate to cocktails and recombinations
effects is proven, where physicochemical
sensors only target a small part of the
molecules present in the water.
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VIGOTEC
City: Puurs-Sint-Amands
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.vigotec.be
Vigotec is an expert in and distributor of pipe
systems, including leak detection solutions.
Together with its partner Fluves, who
specializes in fiber optic sensing solutions,
Vigotec has been developing DALI, a fiberoptic based leak and intrusion monitoring
system. DALI allows 24/7, high-precision
real-time monitoring across large piping
infrastructures.
DALI-project website: www.dalimonitoring.
com
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VITO
City: Mol
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.vito.be
VITO is a leading independent research and
technology organisation with the mission
to accelerate the transition to a sustainable
future.
A sustainable world: a dream for many, a
tangible goal for VITO. We create shared
value for citizens, companies and society.
VITO provides innovative and high-quality
solutions; whereby large and small
companies can gain a competitive advantage
and advises industry and governments on
determining their policy for the future.
VITO’s research agenda tackles the major
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societal challenges we are facing today.
VITO focuses on five different research
programmes: sustainable chemistry, energy,
health, materials management and land use.
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VITO – WATERCLIMATEHUB OSTENDE
City: Mol/Ostend
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.vito.be
A sustainable world: a dream for many, a
tangible goal for VITO. We co-create shared
value for and with citizens, companies,
scientists and society.
The WaterClimateHub of VITO invests in
water expertise and infrastructure and builds
bridges to existing knowledge domains
around land use, chemistry, materials and
energy.
We de-risk innovation with interdisciplinary
research and large-scale pilot installations
and living labs. The divers experienced
team offers answers to secure water supply,
circular water networks and digital solutions.
VITO translates the latest scientific insights
into practical, user-friendly tailor-made
solutions. Hard data is interpreted and
enriched into ready-to-use information that
provides new solutions for better water
management.
The WaterClimateHub of VITO is the driving
force behind water innovation and creates
impact by uniting parties, with support of
the Flemish government and international
projects and partnerships.
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VLAKWA
City: Kortrijk
Country: Belgium
Web address: www.vlakwa.be
Uniting businesses, researchers, authorities
and the water sector, Vlakwa is the
independent point of contact to guide you in
choosing and implementing sustainable and
innovative water solutions. You can reach
out to us for;
• Free, accessible advice
• Partner matching
• Demand-driven water solutions
• Research & development projects
• Demonstration projects
• International valorization of innovations
Have any questions on rational water
management, water reuse or water
treatment? We have just the right tools,
connections and experience to provide an
answer tailored to your needs.
Vlakwa is an independent division within
VITO, a leading European research and
technology institute in cleantech and
sustainable development.
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VOLUE TECHNOLOGY AS
City: Oslo
Country: Norway
Web address: www.volue.com
Volue is a market leader in technologies and
services that power the green transition.
Based on 50 years of experience, Volue
provides innovative solutions, systems and
insights to industries critical to society. Over
730 employees work with more than 2200
customers on energy, power grid, water
and infrastructure projects that ensure a
sustainable, flexible and reliable future. The
company is headquartered in Oslo, Norway
and active in 40+ countries.
Visit volue.com for more information

W
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W. GIERTSEN VANNTEKNOLOGI
City: Bergen
Country: Norway
Web address: giertsen.no
State of the art solutions for cleaning
inaccessible water reservoirs and tunnels
without shutting them down. The world's
first remotely operated vehicle for water
tunnels (TROV) is an unmanned robotic
cleaning device that pumps sediment out
of reservoirs. W. Giertsen also provide
inspection, rock removal and sample taking
in water reservoirs. The technology can
furthermore be adopted to clean other
waterways. In its first years of operation,
TROV has cleaned 4 potable water reservoirs
of up to 4 kilometers in length for the
Municipality of Bergen. The system is fully
FDA-approved for operating in potable water.
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WATER
City: Farum
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.water.dk
Water is a research-based company that
designs and manufactures environmentally
friendly, non-chemical water treatment and
purification technologies such as ultraviolet
disinfection and ozone oxidation.
With more than 35 years of experience
in water treatment based on advanced
oxidation technologies and a long reference
list of completed projects, we are proud
to provide state-of-the-art meticulouslydesigned systems and engineered solutions.
Our solutions are modularly built and are
tailored to customer needs, depending on
water amount and quality. We offer solutions
for various industries – aquaculture,
industry, swimming pools, amusement parks,
wastewater, and more.

WATER ENVIRONMENT FEDERATION
City: Alexandria, Virginia
Country: United States
Web address: www.wef.org
The Water Environment Federation (WEF)
is a not-for-profit technical and educational
organization of 30,000 individual members
and 75 affiliated Member Associations
representing water quality professionals
around the world. Since 1928, WEF and its
members have protected public health and
the environment. As a global water sector
leader, our mission is to connect water
professionals; enrich the expertise of water
professionals; increase the awareness of the
impact and value of water; and provide a
platform for water sector innovation. WEF is
the organizer of WEFTEC, the largest annual
water event in the world to be hosted in
New Orleans 8-12 October.
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WATERWEBTOOLS
City: Skanderborg
Country: Denmark
Web address: www.WaterWebTools.com
WaterWebTools is a SaaS company
specializing in digital solutions for water
quality, flooding and drought challenges. Get
real-time and forecast data for water quality
and hydrology - 24/7 anywhere in the world!
From the convenience of your home or
office, WaterWebTools’ ASAP platform and
its solutions helps you visualize and interact
with highly recognized hydrological and
water quality models. Tailored to help you
get key insights and make valuable decisions
and optimizations relating to hydropower
operations, water supply management,
emergency responses, environmental
conservation, and community outreach.
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WATER-LINK
City: Antwerp
Country: Belgium
Web address: water-link-jaarverslag.be

WEEEFINER
City: Jyväskylä
Country: Finland
Web address: www.weeefiner.fi

All life needs water.
Both people, their company and their
environment must at all times have water
in the right quantity, of the right quality, at
the right time. This water must be supplied
within the safety of well-thought-out
infrastructures for supply and discharge of
water.
Water-link offers that certainty through
the production, distribution and recycling
of water. Water-link develops knowledge,
shares them and works on intelligent
solutions to provide everyone and
everything, always, with water, safely. Waterlink wants to inspire everyone to fully tap
into the strengths of water.

Weeefiner is a Finnish technology company
that offers innovative solutions for material
recovery and streamlining industrial
processes. Our goal is to boost circular
economy in a practical and effective way by
upcycling dissolved metals and nutrients into
new resources.
We offer customized end-to-end water
treatment solutions for various industries.
With our advanced 4D Scavenger technology
we can selectively recover and recycle
soluble materials even from the most
complex process streams and waste waters.
Results are revolutionary – we can enhance
processes, create new revenue streams, and
reduce negative environmental impact.
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WATERSPRINT
City: Lund
Country: Sweden
Web address: watersprint.com

WIN WATER
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.winwater.se
WIN business is creating winners. We offer
a place, platform, expertise and tools to
enable innovators to fast-track their ideas
into commercial businesses within water,
energy and public safety.
Together with WIN’s experts and members,
scientists and authorities, we co-create
circular solutions to solve the challenges
these areas are facing.
Our way is all about getting ideas to market
in the fastest possible time–giving our
partners the ideal conditions to exchange
ideas and launch innovative, disruptive
solutions to our specific areas.
WIN is a member-based organization. If
you want to know more about us or get in
contact, visit www.winway.se

WSP DANMARK
City: Høje-Taastrup
Country: Denmark
Web address: wsp.com/da
Water is life, and WSP works with every
aspect of the water cycle as a global
consultant with deep local roots. We
design for the future, and with our global
innovation programme, Future Ready,
we work with trends in Climate, Society,
Technology and Resources.
We help our clients find the right solutions to
their challenges through innovative planning
and design and foresight around future
challenges.
We are experts in Climate Change
Adaptation, NetZero, City Development,
Biodiversity, Ground Water and Pollution,
Infrastructure, Building Design and much
more.
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WSP SVERIGE
Country: Sweden
Web address: www.wsp.com
WSP is one of the world's leading
professional services consulting firms. We
are dedicated to our local communities
and propelled by international brainpower.
We are technical experts and strategic
advisors including engineers, technicians,
scientists, architects, planners, surveyors
and environmental specialists, as well as
other design, program and construction
management professionals. We design
lasting solutions in the Transportation
& Infrastructure, Property & Buildings,
Environment, Power & Energy, Resources
and Industry sectors. Water services
encompass all sectors. With approximately
55,000 people globally (4,100 in Sweden)
we engineer projects that will help societies
grow for lifetimes to come. wsp.com

www.protok.com

e-mail: info@protok.com

PRotOK Ltd. is a company that has specialized in the design and implementation of IT systems for utility companies (mainly
for water supply and sewage systems, but also for gas, waste disposal, cemeteries, and public green spaces…) based on GIS
technology. Our interdisciplinary staff (civil, surveying and IT engineers), along with more than twenty-year experience,
guarantee that our software solution meets all the needs of the technical personnel in utility companies. Among more than
30 modules that have been tailored specifically for utility companies there are:
• Module for Water Loss Management by IWA methodology
• Module for connecting GIS and the SCADA system and GIS and the Business IT system
• Module for optical inspection of sewers (CCTV)
• Investment monitoring module
• Testing of hydrants
• Module for data export to software for hydraulic modelling
In addition to software development, PRotOK Ltd. also provides data input, education of users, maintenance and technical
support. As an IT company, PRotOK Ltd. often supports design engineering companies to help with the realization of their
projects.
Our most significant references are utility companies from Zagreb, Dubrovnik, Zadar, and Pula in Croatia and Maribor, Novo
mesto, and Celje in Slovenia. In 2018 we entered the Bulgarian market with the first implementation of our GIS solution for
the water supply and sewerage company in the town of Vidin. Afterwards, we continued with the implementation of our
GIS solution in the town of Pleven.

Protok Ltd., Ilocka 27, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia, phone: +385 1 3041-772
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XYLEM
City: Washington D.C.
Country: USA
Web address: xylem.com
Xylem (XYL) is a leading global water
technology company committed to solving
critical water and infrastructure challenges
with innovation. Our 17,000 diverse
employees delivered revenue of $5.2 billion
in 2021. We are creating a more sustainable
world by enabling our customers to optimize
water and resource management, and
helping communities in more than 150
countries become water-secure. Join us at
www.xylem.com.
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YARA INTERNATIONAL ASA
City: Oslo
Country: Norway
Web address: www.yara.com/chemical-andenvironmental-solutions/odor-and-h2s/
Yara believes everyone has the right to clean
air. For over 20 years we have been providing
solutions to eliminate odor and H2S
(Hydrogen Sulphide) around the world.
We can offer a range of innovative and
proven products and services to identify,
prevent or remove odor and H2S.
Collaborating with you to locate the source
of the problem, Yara will provide the right
solution and can take full responsibility
for the process, from installation to
management of the system.
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